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SUMMARY
Understanding influence in behavioral data has become increasingly important
in analyzing the cause and effect of human behaviors under various scenarios. Influ-
ence modeling enables us to learn not only how human behaviors drive the diffusion
of memes spread in different kinds of networks, but also the chain reactions evolve
in the sequential behaviors of people. In this thesis, I propose to investigate into ap-
propriate probabilistic models for efficiently and effectively modeling influence, and
the applications and extensions of the proposed models to analyze behavioral data in
computational sustainability and information search.
One fundamental problem in influence modeling is the learning of the degree of
influence between individuals, which we called social infectivity. In the first part of
this work, we study how to efficient and effective learn social infectivity in diffusion
phenomenon in social networks and other applications. We replace the pairwise in-
fectivity in the multidimensional Hawkes processes with linear combinations of those
time-varying features, and optimize the associated coefficients with lasso regulariza-
tion on coefficients.
In the second part of this work, we investigate the modeling of influence between
marked events in the application of energy consumption, which tracks the diffusion
of mixed daily routines of household members. Specifically, we leverage temporal
and energy consumption information recorded by smart meters in households for
influence modeling, through a novel probabilistic model that combines marked point
processes with topic models. The learned influence is supposed to reveal the sequential
appliance usage pattern of household members, and thereby helps address the problem
of energy disaggregation.
xiii
In the third part of this work, we investigate a complex influence modeling sce-
nario which requires simultaneous learning of both infectivity and influence existence.
Specifically, we study the modeling of influence in search behaviors, where the influ-
ence tracks the diffusion of mixed search intents of search engine users in information
search. We leverage temporal and textual information in query logs for influence mod-
eling, through a novel probabilistic model that combines point processes with topic
models. The learned influence is supposed to link queries that serve for the same
formation need, and thereby helps address the problem of search task identification.
The modeling of influence with the Markov property also help us to understand
the chain reaction in the interaction of search engine users with query auto-completion
(QAC) engine within each query session. The fourth part of this work studies how
a user’s present interaction with a QAC engine influences his/her interaction in the
next step. We propose a novel probabilistic model based on Markov processes, which
leverage such influence in the prediction of users’ click choices of suggested queries of
QAC engines, and accordingly improve the suggestions to better satisfy users’ search
intents.
In the fifth part of this work, we study the mutual influence between users’ be-
haviors on query auto-completion (QAC) logs and normal click logs across different
query sessions. We propose a probabilistic model to explore the correlation between
user’ behavior patterns on QAC and click logs, and expect to capture the mutual




Influences play a major role in determining how individuals behave, where their be-
haviors can be either subjective, such as people retweet posts, or objective, such as
people get infected with some viruses. The behavior of one individual can either
influence one’s own future behavior or the future behaviors of other individuals in
the same network. Consequently, the influenced individuals may carry on the same
type of behavior, such as retweet the same post or get infected by the same virus.
On the other hand, they may respond with some other type of behavior based on
certain rules. For instance, the attack against one country may cause its allies to
revenge; the results obtained from the current search task may trigger the user to
conduct a related search task in the next. The modeling of influence enables us to
track the diffusion of memes, such as posts or viruses, spread in various kinds of net-
works, or study the chain reactions evolve in the sequential behaviors of people. One
major challenge in influence modeling is that, the specific influences under different
real-world scenarios are diverse, and each scenario demands unique solutions that
incorporate domain-specific knowledge to appropriately model the special influence
using observed behavioral data. In particular, we consider five different problem-
s to illustrate how to model the influence in various real-world scenarios: learning
parametric models for social infectivity, energy usage behavior modeling in energy
disaggregation, identifying and labeling search tasks, analyzing user’s sequential be-
havior in query auto-completion, and exploring user behavior in QAC and click log
for contextual-aware web search and query suggestion.
1
1.1 Thesis
In this thesis, we propose to investigate the applications and extensions of methods
based on probabilistic models to solve the problems mentioned above. The key idea
is to analyze the major factors that implicate the particular influence we are to model
under each scenario. Specifically, we propose to using time-varying features describe
instant individual property or pairwise relationship to model the current influence
among individuals in diffusion networks. Moreover, we combine the idea of mutually
exciting marked point processes with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to jointly
utilize both temporal and energy consumption information in modeling the influence
among the energy usage of appliances across different time slots. Furthermore, we
combine the idea of self-exciting point processes with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (L-
DA) to jointly utilize both temporal and textual information in modeling the influence
that links queries to form search tasks in query logs. We also build a Markov process
based probabilistic model to capture the influence between users’ sequential interac-
tions with query auto-completion (QAC) engines. Finally, we propose a probabilistic
model based on LDA to explore the mutual influence between users’ behaviors in
QAC and click logs. In the following, we will briefly introduce the backgrounds of the
above five problems, analyze existing challenges in those problems, and show how we
contribute to tackle those challenges.
1.2 Backgrounds, Challenges, and Our Contributions
User behavioral data plays an increasingly important role in a wide range of applica-
tions including social networks, computational sustainability and information search.
Many existing studies for those applications lack detailed analysis of the associated
behavioral data, especially the temporal orders in those data. Our thesis explores the
influence in the behavioral data of those applications, and analyzes how the captured
influence benefits the solving of those applications.
2
1.2.1 Learning Parametric Models for Social Infectivity
The first and the most important issue we need to study in influence modeling is
how to efficiently model the influence under various behavioral data with a general
solution, especially when prior knowledge about the topologies of the network of
the individuals participated in the behavioral data in not avaiable. Such a general
solution provides a solid foundation for the influence modeling in the behavioral data
of various applications.
For influence modeling, one popular solution in recent works [257, 270] is em-
ploying one powerful statistical tool, the multi-dimensional Hawkes process [98], to
model event cascades {tl}’s in social networks and learn the degree of pairwise in-
fluence between individuals, which we call infectivity in this work, by taking each
individual as one dimension. The multi-dimensional Hawkes process is defined to be
a M -dimensional point process with the intensity of the m-th dimension given by:




Here µm denotes the basic intensity of the m-th dimension, κ(t−tl) is a time-decaying
kernel, while αm,m′ denotes the infectivity from events in the m-th dimension to events
in the m′-th dimension. We call A = (αm,m′) the infectivity matrix. The Hawkes
parameters need to learn include O(M) µ’s and O(M2) α’s.
Unfortunately, although having achieved remarkable performances, existing works
suffer from the following drawbacks in learning α: Problem Complexity. Learning
one separate α for each pair of dimensions is daunting. On one hand, learning O(M2)
α’s can be both time-consuming and unnecessary under certain scenarios. On the
other hand, the chances are very high that there are no sufficient historical events
for modeling the infectivity within certain individual-pairs. Dependency in Infec-
tivity Matrix. Existing works [227, 14] usually ignore the dependency among α’s,
while under many circumstances α’s are closely related. Recent works [270] that use
3
a priori assumptions on the network topology limit the adaptive social networks of
those approaches. The structures of different social networks vary a lot, and even
contradict with each other. Time-varying Infectivity. The infectivity α between
each pair of individuals is usually time-variable. Potential solutions for learning time-
varying infectivity, such as learning separate α’s for each time interval or modeling α
with time-dependent function, greatly increase problem complexity.
In this work, to address above drawbacks simultaneously, we build a compact
model to parameterize the infectivity between individuals. The basic idea is to de-
sign a set of K time-varying features, and substitute each α with a linear combination
of those features with coefficients to learn. In this way, we 1) only need to estimate
K coefficients, which is controlled by the number of features we use, instead of the
square of the number of individuals in the given social network. Moreover, the esti-
mation of each coefficient fully utilizes all historical events, thus no longer demands
multiple cascades and the a priori cascade assignment of new upcoming events; 2)
are free to design features capturing the dependency among the infectivity within
each individual-pair, based on the pairwise direct or indirect interactions. Compared
with methods that impose regularization on A, our idea not only prevents problem
complexity from increasing by calculating features ahead, but also avoids making
subjective assumptions on social network topology. Our features actually incorporate
various kinds of such assumptions, in complementary or in contradictory, and the
coefficient estimation process validates assumptions in consistent with the specific so-
cial network we observe. For instance, in a sparse network, features recording direct
interactions between individuals are more likely to weight higher than features reflect-
ing indirect interactions, since the former ones are more rare than the latter ones; 3)
our designed time-varying features are capable of describing the change of infectivity
wrt. time. By calculating the value of these features for each individual-pair at each
event-timestamp prior to model learning, we avoid increasing problem complexity.
4
We introduce a set of time-varying features that imply the instant self-properties
of each individual, or the instant relationship between each pair of individuals. Re-
placing α’s with linear combinations of time-varying features, we raise the problem
of optimizing the corresponding coefficients with lasso regularization on them, and
solve the problem efficiently by developing an algorithm that combines the idea of
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [45] and Majorize-Minimization
(MM) [111].
1.2.2 Energy Usage Behavior Modeling in Energy Disaggregation
The efficient solution introduced in the previous part generally models how the oc-
currence of one event influences the occurrences of future events. However, in some
behavioral data, besides the event occurrence, we must also pay attention to the
marks of events, which are detailed descriptions of the corresponding events other
than the timestamps of their occurrences. Thus, instead of modeling the influence
between event occurrences, we need to model how the occurrence and the marks of
an event together influence the occurrences and the marks of future events. One typi-
cal behavioral data is the usage of electronic appliances of household members, where
both the temporal information and the amount of consumed energy of appliance usage
play an important role in solving energy disaggregation tasks.
Energy conservation has become a critical issue in modern society and data anal-
ysis methodology has recently been applied to the analysis of energy consumption
patterns in households. Several prior studies [67, 183, 250] have shown that con-
sumers, i.e., household members are more likely to conserve their energy usage when
provided with breakdown energy consumption records. However, such fine-grained en-
ergy consumption data is not readily available, since it requires numerous additional
meters installed on individual appliances. Therefore there has been much interest in
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the data analysis problem of energy disaggregation — the task of taking a whole-
house energy signal and separating it into its component appliances. One powerful
cue for breaking down the entire household’s energy consumption is user behavior in
energy usage [26], which is known to be a major factor in determining the energy
consumption in households. Such energy usage behaviors can include: how users per-
form their daily routines, how they share the usage of appliances, and users’ habits
in using certain types of appliances. Understanding such energy usage behaviors will
significantly increase the accuracy of estimating the usage time of each appliance,
which consequently benefits the energy disaggregation task.
Despite of the importance of energy usage behaviors, they have not received e-
nough attention in the recent literature, especially how a user’s current energy usage
behavior influences his/her or other people’s future usage behavior. Modeling such
influence is important due to the following two reasons: 1) energy usage behaviors
rarely depend on the current time slots only. One’s energy usage behaviors in the
previous time slots also exert a significant impact. For instance, a user’s usage time of
washing machine can be different from day to day, but his/her sequential behaviors in
clothes washing are always similar: first using the washer, and then the dryer. 2) un-
der many circumstances, a user’s behavior is not just determined by himself/herself,
but influenced by other members in the same household. For example, when parents
wake up earlier than usual in the morning, they may also wake up their children
earlier than usual. Another instance is that two household members are not able to
use the bathroom at the same time, and consequently one member has to postpone
his/her usage of the bathroom. Thus, to understand energy usage behaviors, appro-
priate modeling of influence among the energy usage behaviors of different users in
the same household across different time slots is essential.
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Unfortunately, the influence between energy usage behaviors is hard to model di-
rectly, since the state-of-the-art smart-grid data rarely records the number of house-
hold members, and the exact timestamp when a certain member uses a certain appli-
ance. Since the energy consumption of each appliance relies on the user behavior, we
turn to modeling the relationship between the energy usages of different appliances
across different time slots, and expect that such relationship will be able to reveal the
influence between the energy usage behaviors of different users in the same house-
hold. We want to emphasize that such relationship has so far been largely ignored by
existing works on energy disaggregation [135, 136, 194]. Those works mostly focus on
the distribution of energy consumption of each appliance alone. They either learned
the energy usage patterns of each appliance within a certain period (for instance, a
week), or studied the influence between energy usage patterns from one time slot to
the next. Recent works discussed the dependency between appliances in the same
time slot only [124]. More importantly, our method, while modeling the influence
between energy usage patterns, also pays attention to the relationship between the
energy usages of different appliances across different time slots.
One main challenge in modeling the influence among various appliances across
different time slots is how to model the influence between marked events, which is de-
fined to be events with marks that contain detailed information of the corresponding
event. Under our scenario of energy disaggregation, an event is the usage of a certain
appliance in a certain time slot, while its mark is the amount of consumed energy.
Although many recent works utilize Hawkes processes, a class of self- or mutually
exciting point processes, to model the influence between events, most of them are
only able to model the occurred timestamps of events, not the corresponding marks.
Meanwhile, many existing works utilize marked point processes to model the occur-
rence of marked events. However, most of them are unable to capture the self- or
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mutually exciting property in event occurrence. To this end, we propose a novel prob-
abilistic model named marked Hawkes process (M-Hawkes) based on the combination
of multivariate Hawkes processes and topic models. This M-Hawkes is designed to
model how the occurrence and the mark of an event together influence the occurrence
and the mark of subsequent events in the near future. In the proposed M-Hawkes
model, the topic model part models the distribution of marks of observed events, and
is designed to find user behavior patterns underlying the amount of consumed energy
of each appliance in each time slot, while the Hawkes process part models the oc-
currences of observed events, and captures the influence between different appliances
under different energy usage behavior patterns across different time slots.
1.2.3 Identifying and Labeling Search Tasks
Besides infectivity learning, another challenge in influence modeling is the justifica-
tion of the influence existence between events. Existing studies generally address this
challenge by making assumptions on the scope of influence existence. For instance,
a normal univariate Hawkes process assumes that influence exists among events from
the same dimension, while a normal multivariate Hawkes process assumes that in-
fluence exists between all pairs of events. Unfortunately, for the influence in certain
types of behavioral data, we find it difficult to propose appropriate assumptions on
influence existence. For instance, the submissions of two queries by the same search
engine user can be completely irrelevant, and our prior knowledge of information re-
trieval cannot foretell us whether the submission of one query is motivated by the
submission of another query without analyzing query logs. Such scenarios require us
to explore solutions that learn the infectivity and influence existence simultaneously.
We address this challenge in the task of modeling the influence among the query
submissions of search engine users. The learned influence is expected to link queries
that serve the same information need, i.e., belong to the same search task.
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Figure 1: An Illustration of Relationship between Consecutive Queries and Search
Tasks. Every circle represents a query issued by a user at time tn. The blue arrow
line indicates an influence exists between queries. A set of queries linked by blue lines
denotes a search task, and some topically coherent search tasks across three users are
labeled by different colors.
Nowadays, search engines have become the most important and indispensable Web
portal, whereby people pursue a wide range of searches in order to satisfy a variety
of information needs. One challenge in understanding users’ information needs and
search behaviors is that, the query sequence issued by a user may contain queries with
multiple intents, or consist of seeking information on single or multiple topics [225].
Thus we find it important to split the query sequence into search tasks [164, 109, 242],
which is defined as a set of queries serving for the same information need. Taking
each information need as one meme, search task identification is actually the problem
of detecting diffusion paths of memes under the scenario of information search.
Generally, two consecutive queries issued by a user are more likely to belong to the
same search task than two non-contiguous queries, but that is not necessary always
the case. It makes more sense to take into account the explicit temporal information
of query sequences exhibited by many different users in the whole query logs. The
basic intuition is that if two consecutive or temporally-close queries are issued many
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times by the same user or many others users, it is more likely these two queries are
semantically related to each other, i.e., belong to the same search task. Moreover,
different users may engage in different search patterns, which should be treated dif-
ferently based on their search activities. All in all, we choose to identify search tasks
by leveraging the temporally weighted query co-occurrence — this not only guaran-
tees sound performance by making full use of both textual and temporal information
of the entire query sequences, but it also enables the labeling of the identified search
tasks since semantically related queries are clustered together through query links
determined by co-occurrence.
To model temporally close query co-occurrences, we choose to extend Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [41], one powerful graphical model that exploits word
co-occurrence to make full use of temporal information by weighing the reliability of
each co-occurrence of a pair of queries based on how likely an influence exists between
this pair of queries. Here we define query influence as:
• The occurrence of one query raises the probability that the other query will be
issued in the near future.
Influence, rather than closeness, enables us to distinguish temporally close query co-
occurrence from temporally regular query co-occurrence for each user based on one’s
own frequency of query submission. To model such personal frequency and influence,
we utilize Hawkes processes [98], a special class of point processes, to fully utilize
temporal information in query sequences to identify user-specific temporally close
queries. However, existing Hawkes models [147, 262] find it intractable to obtain an
optimal solution of influence existence based on temporal information only. More-
over, it is unable to directly identify search tasks by either generating topics based
on query co-occurrence using LDA, or estimating all influence candidates by Hawkes.
To address the above issues, we concentrate on the influence existence between se-
mantically related queries, whose estimation can be simplified by the joint efforts of
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LDA and Hawkes, and enables a direct identification of search tasks.
According to the above intuition, a search task can be viewed as a sequence of
semantically related queries linked by influence. A query that does not satisfy user’s
information need will self-excite the submission of another semantically related query
in the near future. Furthermore, no such semantic influence exists between queries
from different search tasks. In reality, a query rarely excites the submission of another
semantically unrelated query even their timestamps are very close. Thus we believes
that those semantic influence are the influence that actually take effect, and we solve
search task identification directly by identifying those influence. To limit the solution
space of such influence, we cast both influence existence and query-topic member-
ship into latent variables, and equalize the existence probability of pairwise influence
with the similarity of the memberships of associated two queries. This equalization
works as a bridge between LDA and Hawkes processes, as LDA assigns high influence-
qualified co-occurred queries to the same topic, while query co-occurrence frequency
narrows the solution space of influence. In this way, LDA and Hawkes mutually bene-
fit each other in identifying search tasks using both temporal and textual information.
We propose a probabilistic model that incorporates this equalization to combine the
LDA model with Hawkes processes, and develop a mean-field variational inference
algorithm to estimate the influence by optimizing the data likelihood.
1.2.4 Analyzing User’s Sequential Behavior in Query Auto-Completion
Besides self- & mutually exciting influence explored in previous parts, the influence
in behavioral data can also be of other types. For instance, the state of an individual
on the current event influences his/her state choice on the next event only. One good
scenario is user’s sequential behavior in the procedure of query auto-completion, where
users enter characters in the search box of a search engine until they click the search
button or a suggested query by the search engine. For the events of typing, viewing,
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and clicking in the procedure of query auto-completion, we no longer care about
when the next event will occur since 1) the temporal gaps between those events are
generally very small, and 2) the variance of those temporal gaps is also small. Instead,
we find it critical to figure out the type of a future event, i.e., whether it is typing,
viewing, or clicking, in solving the query auto-completion tasks. Thus the influence
we are to model is how the type (or state) of the current event affects the types
(or states) of the future events, instead of how the occurrence of the current event
affects the occurrences of future events. In specific, we believe a user’s interaction
with search engines at the current keystroke will influence his/her interaction at the
next keystroke.
Query auto-completion (QAC) has been widely used in modern search engines
to reduce users’ effort to submit a query by predicting the users’ intended queries.
The QAC engine generally offers a list of suggested queries that start with a user’s
input as a prefix, and the list of suggestions is changed to match the updated input
after the user types each character. Let us suppose that a user is going to submit a
query q to the search engine, and the user types the prefix of the query q of length i
as q[1..i] sequentially. The QAC engine will return the corresponding suggestion list
after the user types each character, until the user clicks the suggestion q from the
list or presses return, ending the interaction with the QAC engine. Usually, even for
submitting the same query q, different users may have different interactions with the
QAC engine, which are shown from their different sequential behaviors. For example,
user ua chooses the suggestion q at position 5 after typing 3 characters, while user ub
chooses the suggestion q at position 1 after typing 5 characters. In order to better
improve users’ search experience, it becomes increasingly important to analyze users’
sequential behavior with the QAC engine, to understand users’ real preferences and
then improve the performance of QAC.
Recently, many studies have been proposed to address the QAC problem in
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different perspectives, including designing more efficient indexes and algorithm-
s [32, 248, 107], leveraging context in long term and short term query history [27],
investigating the time-sensitive aspect of QAC [218, 249], learning to combine more
personalized signals [217], etc. Despite of those numerous works on QAC, most of
them only utilize the information of submitted queries and associated prefixes, thus
lose details of how users’ interact with the QAC engine, such as the suggested query
lists of each prefix before query submission, users’ query typing speed, and so on. Re-
cently, a high-resolution QAC dataset was collected from PC (personal computer) and
mobile phones [156], where each keystroke of users and clicks were recorded. A two-
dimensional click model was trained on this high-resolution QAC dataset, revealing
users’ behaviors such as horizontal skipping bias and vertical position bias. However,
this work assumed that users’ behaviors at different keystrokes are independent in
order to simplify the model estimation, which results in information loss.
Our work, on the other hand, attempts to capture three types of relationship be-
tween users’ behaviors at different keystrokes that are ignored or failed to be modeled
until now: 1) State transitions between skipping and viewing. The study on
high-resolution query log data revealed that a user may choose to either view or skip
the suggestion list at each keystroke in a QAC session. It already explored how users’
interactions with QAC engine at the current keystroke, such as typing speed and
whether the end of current prefix is at word boundary, influence users’ decisions on
skipping or viewing. However, besides those factors, we believe that such decisions
should also be influenced by their decisions on skipping or viewing at the previous
keystroke. For instance, imagine a user u has 5 sequential skipping moves in one
QAC session and 2 sequential skipping moves in another QAC session, the chance
becomes higher for the same user to stop and view the suggestion list at the current
keystroke after 5 sequential skipping moves. On the other hands, if the same user
has already viewed too many keystrokes continuously but finds no intended query, it
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becomes more likely that he/she may skip the next one; 2) Users’ real preference
of suggestions. For each keystroke, the associated users’ real preference is hard to
be detected from the current suggested query list alone. On the other hand, we need
to utilize the rankings of suggested query lists of latter keystrokes together with users’
final click choices to re-rank the suggested queries in the list of the current keystroke.
Intuitively, a clicked query, i.e. the user’s intended query, should get a higher rank not
only at the keystroke he/she makes the click, but also at previous keystrokes where
this query appears, despite that it is not clicked at that time; and 3) User-specific
cost between position clicking and typing. Some users prefer typing than view-
ing and clicking, while others don’t. Consequently, users’ click choices are not only
affected by their intent, but also by the position where the intended query is shown,
and their preference of clicking that position over typing the remaining keystrokes.
For instance, a user that prefers clicking will probably click an intended query the
first time it is shown to him/her, despite that it may be shown in a low position;
while another user focuses on typing his/her intended query despite that the query
already appears in the suggestion list, until it is ranked at the top position, or even
worse, he/she will type the entire query manually without any intent to click the
suggestions.
To model these three aspects, we propose a probabilistic model, which is a com-
bination of three parts that address each separately. The hidden Markov model part
takes the skipping and viewing choices as two different states, and assumes the tran-
sition between keystrokes is influenced by users’ interactions with the QAC engine at
that keystroke. The logistic regression part weighs a set of our designed user-specific
relevance features that imply users’ own preference on each prefix-query pair, which
is expected to capture users’ real preference. The Dirichlet prior part estimates the
ratio between position-biased clicking and typing costs. Those three parts together
determine the probability that a user clicks a certain suggested query located at a
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certain position of the suggested query list of a certain keystroke in a QAC session.
We develop a mean-field variational inference algorithm to learn the parameters that
optimize the data likelihood.
1.2.5 Exploring QAC and Click log for Contextual-Aware Web Search
and Query Suggestion
Influence not only exists in the behavioral data of a single type, but also can exist
between two types of behavioral data, as song as those types of behaviors are related.
Appropriate modeling of such influence can be very useful, as it enable us to utilize
external data resources to benefit the solving of applications, which are typically
addressed by using one type of data only. Furthermore, such influence can be more
straightforward when the two types of behaviors are performed by the same user
alternatively. One good example is users’ interactions with search engines recorded in
the query auto-completion log and users’ click behaviors on returned web documents
of their issued queries recorded in the click log. Users’ behaviors on both query auto-
completion (QAC) log and click log are important. A QAC log records the detailed
procedure that users enter queries into search engines, and a click log records how
users behave on the returned web documents of their issued queries. In modeling
such behaviors, people find it increasingly helpful to utilize contextual data, which to
a large extent influences users’ current behaviors in both types of logs.
Recently several studies [215, 51, 50, 229, 27] explore contextual data to enhance
web search and query suggestion from different aspects. However, existing context-
aware approaches on either the application of query auto-completion or query sug-
gestion used a single type of log alone, while a critical fact is that QAC logs and click
logs are closely related as they record users’ sequential behaviors in query submission
in search engines. For each issued query, first QAC logs record the detailed procedure
that a user enters each keystroke, and then the click logs record how user clicks the
web documents returned by the search engine. In other words, we can combine QAC
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log and click log according to temporal timestamps. Each query session is a combined
log that starts with a QAC session and ends with a click session. Such contextual
data not only come from the same type of behavior a user conducts in the recent
history, but also include the other types of behaviors a user conducts in the recent
history. For instance, the next query a user will submit is both determined by the
manner the user entered the previous query, and the webpages the user clicked after
issuing that query. Previous QAC logs only contain the query list suggested to a user
after he/she finished typing, which offers little extra information than that contained
in click logs. Recently, high definition QAC logs are recorded [156], which contains
the suggested query lists at each keystrokes and associated users’ interactions with
a QAC engine. Thus those logs offer much more additional information for query
prediction.
Our goal is to effectively utilize the contextual data to model user behavior. The
key idea is to cluster users’ behaviors on QAC logs and click logs into several patterns,
separately, and investigate the correlation between users’ behavior patterns on QAC
logs and users’ behavior patterns on click logs. We believe such correlation does exist,
as users’ behaviors on searching are usually consistent, which originate from users’
search habits, preferences, interests, or instant circumstance. A user’s QAC (or click)
behavior pattern that implies a certain habit, preference, interest, or circumstance
will probably be followed by a click (or QAC) behavior pattern that implies the same
habit, preference, interest, or circumstance. For instance, if the QAC log records that
a user types a query very fast, it is very likely that the user is very familiar with the
query, then in the click log, the user may spend a large amount of time on viewing the
returned web documents. If the click log records that a user clicks several returned
web documents, and spends much time on it, he/she is probably very familiar with
the current topic that he/she searches, then in the next query session of the QAC log,
if he/she chooses to search queries under the same topic, he/she can type them very
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fast. Based on the learned correlation, given the inferred user’s behavior pattern on
one type of log, we can more accurately infer the user’s following behavior pattern on
the other type of log.
To capture such correlation, we propose a novel probabilistic model based on
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). Based on the likelihood of the co-occurrences of
adjacent QAC behavior patterns and click behavior patterns, the model explores the
conditional distribution of consequential behavior patterns given a certain behavior
pattern of the other type. A mean-field variational inference algorithm is developed
to estimate the membership of behavior patterns on two types of logs in each session.
1.3 Outline
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. We first introduce related work
in Chapter 2. After that we propose a novel multi-dimensional Hawkes model that
parameterizes pairwise infectivity using linear combinations of time-varying features
in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we formulate the task of energy disaggregation into
the modeling of marked event sequences, and introduce a probabilistic model that
integrates topic models with Hawkes processes to capture the influence from the
occurrence and the mark of an event to the occurrences and the marks of future events.
We then propose a probabilistic model to solve the query auto-completion (QAC)
task by capturing the relationship between users’ behaviors at different keystrokes
in high resolution QAC logs in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we presented a LDA-
based probabilistic model to study users’ behaviors on both QAC logs and click logs
simultaneously by using QAC and click logs as the contextual data of each other.
Finally we conclude the thesis in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we review the existing work related to the thesis. In Section 2.1,
we introduce self- & mutually exciting point processes, one powerful tool in statistics
for modeling the influence between sequential events. Then, we survey the related
work on energy disaggregation in Section 2.2. The existing studies of query auto-
completion, click model, and contextual search in summarized in Section 2.3, 2.4,
and 2.5, respectively. Those studies are related to our work in Chapter 5 and 6.
2.1 Self- & Mutually Exciting Point Process
We first review the concepts of point processes, and describe a special class of point
processes with self- & mutually exciting properties in particular, which is widely used
for the modeling of influence between events.
2.1.1 Point Process
One powerful tool in statistics for modeling event sequence data is the point process,
which is widely used to describe data that are localized at a finite set of time points
{t1, . . . , tN}. Typically, a point process is a list of times {t1, . . . , tN} at which an N
sequence of events {E1, . . . , EN} occur. An event Ei can be a retweet, a query click,
a query submission, the usage of an electronic appliance, and so on, where ti records
the occurrence time of that event. A point process is said to be simple if the times
are ordered such that tn < tn+1 for any n = 1, . . . , N .
For a point process {ti}, the associated counting process is defined to be the right-
continuous process as N(t) =
∑
1ti≤t, while the associated duration process is defined
by ∀i, δti = ti − ti−1. Denote N(t) the number of points (i.e., occurrences of events)
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in (−∞, t] and Ht = {E|tE < t} the history of events up to but not including t, the
conditional intensity function (hazard function) λ(t|Ht) is the most convenient way






which gives the expected instantaneous rate of future events at timestamp t. Let f
and F be the conditional density and the corresponding cumulative distribution for
t, the intensity can be also defined by: λ(t|Ht) = f(t|Ht)/S(t|Ht), where S(t|Ht) =
1 − F (t|Ht) is known as the survival function (the probability that an event does
not happen up to t). Because of the dependence on Ht, most point processes are not
Markovian except for a few simple cases (for instance, Poisson processes). For clarity,
hereafter we use ∗ to imply the dependence on Ht, i.e., λ(t|Ht) will be denoted λ∗(t).
2.1.2 Hawkes Process
The Hawkes process is a class of self or mutually exciting point process models [98].
A univariate Hawkes process {Nt} is defined by








where µ : R → R+ is a deterministic base intensity (i.e. how likely an event will
occur when no other event triggers it), κ : R+ → R+ is a kernel function expressing
the postive influence of past events on the current value of the intensity process. One
popular κ used by existing studies is the exponential kernel, i.e., κ(∆t) = ωe−ω∆t if
∆t ≥ 0 or 0 otherwise. However, the model development and inference is independent
of kernel choice and extensions to other kernels such as power-law, Rayleigh, non-
parametric kernels are straightforward.
The Hawkes process is well known for its self-exciting property , which refers to
a social phenomenon that the occurrence of one event increases the probability of
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Figure 2: Illustration of a Simulation of a Univariate Hawkes Process
related events in the near future. Here related events can be events of the same type
or share some common factors, for instance, participated by the same user. Such a
social phenomenon is very common under many scenarios. For instance, Taliban’s
attacking against U.S. army can probably result in an instant retaliation. A user’s
submission of one query can probably increase the chance that the user issues a similar
query in the near future. The usage of washing machine is likely to imply the usage of
drying machine later. Figure 2 illustrates a simulation of a univariate Hawkes process.









we can calculate the log-likelihood of a Hawkes model using exponential kernel
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κ(∆t) = α exp(−β(∆t)) through:





































(1− exp(−β(tn − ti))).
The computation of the above log-likelihood can be simplified by calculating∑i−1
















= exp(−β(ti − ti−1))(1 +R(i− 1)).
Thus the log-likelihood function can be calculated recursively using:




According to Ogata [186], the maximum-likelihood estimator θ̂ = (µ̂, α̂, β̂) of
a stationary one-dimensional Hawkes process with constant µ owns the following
properties:
• consistent, i.e. converges in probability to the true values θ = (µ, α, β) as
T →∞: ∀ε > 0, limT→∞ P [|θ̂ − θ| > ε] = 0.
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• asymptotically normal, i.e.
√











• asymptotically efficient, i.e., asymptotically reaches the lower bound of the vari-
ance.
2.1.3 Multi-dimensional Hawkes Process
The multivariate/multi-dimensional Hawkes process {Nm(t)|m = 1, . . . ,M}, a multi-
dimensional extension to the univariate case, describes the occurrences of M coupling
point series [98]. The intensity function λ∗ = [λ∗1, . . . , λ
∗
M ]
> is defined by






where κm′m is a time-decaying triggering kernel between a pair of dimensions m
′ and
m. This process is also known as linear mutually exciting process since the occurrence
of an event in one dimension increases the likelihood of future events in all dimensions.
While univariate Hawkes processes focus on modeling the influence among the events
from one dimension, multivariate Hawkes processes are able to model the influence
among the events from different dimensions, thus suit the influence model under
complex real-world scenarios. Meanwhile, we must notice that the computational
complexity under the case of multivariate Hawkes processes is much greater, since
the number of kernels κ we need to estimate increase from M to M2.
Assuming we use an exponential kernel κm′m(t − s) = αm′m exp(−βm′m(t − s)),
the log-likelihood of a multidimensional Hawkes process can be computed as the sum






















αmlm exp(−βmlm(ti − tl))
]
.
Here mi denotes the dimension that the l-th event belongs to.
Hawkes process has been widely used in applications, such as earthquake predic-
tion [188], sales modeling [255, 82], Asset management [254], search behavior model-
ing [153], crime modeling [227], and armed conflict analysis [262, 150]. To solve such
model, an EM framework is proposed to estimate the maximum likelihood of Hawkes
process [147]. Additionally, Marked Poisson was used to model cascades of events
in [220], while events between pairs of nodes were also modeled by Hawkes process
based method [43].
2.2 Energy Disaggregation
One good example of behavioral data where self- & mutually exciting influence exists
is the energy consumption of household members. Energy conservation has become
a critical issue in modern society and data analysis methodology has recently been
applied to the analysis of energy consumption patterns in households. Several pri-
or studies [67, 183, 250] have shown that consumers, i.e., household members are
more likely to conserve their energy usage when provided with breakdown energy
consumption records. However, such fine-grained energy consumption data is not
readily available, since it requires numerous additional meters installed on individual
appliances. Therefore there has been much interest in the data analysis problem of
energy disaggregation — the task of taking a whole-house energy signal and separat-
ing it into its component appliances. One powerful cue for breaking down the entire
household’s energy consumption is user behavior in energy usage[26], which is known
to be a major factor in determining the energy consumption in households.
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Existing works on energy disaggregation mostly focus on the distribution of energy
consumption of each appliance alone[135, 136, 194]. They either learned the energy
usage patterns of each appliance within a certain period (for instance, a week)[135,
136], or studied the influence between energy usage patterns from one time slot to
the next[194]. Recent works discussed the dependency between appliances in the
same time slot only [124]. Those methods ignored the relationship between different
appliances, especially how the energy consumptions of different appliances are related
across different time slots. On the other hand, our work not only models the influence
between energy usage patterns of different users in the same household, but also pays
attention to the relationship between the energy usages of different appliances across
different time slots.
2.3 Search Task Identification
Influence with the self- & mutually exciting property also exists in the query sub-
mission of search engine users. Search query logs have been extensively studied to
improve the search relevance and provide better user experience. There has been
a large body of work focused on the problem of identifying search tasks or sessions
from sequences of queries. Many of these methods use the idea of a “timeout” cutoff
between queries, where two consecutive queries are considered as two different ses-
sions or tasks if the time interval between them exceeds a certain threshold. Often
a 30-minute timeout is used to segment sessions [51, 157, 242]. In addition, other
timeout thresholds have been proposed, from 1 to 120 minutes [99, 117, 164]. How-
ever, the experimental results of these methods indicate that the timeouts, whatever
their lengths, are of limited utility in predicting whether two queries belong to the
same task, and unsuitable for identifying session boundaries. Beyond that, Wang et
al. [242] and Hua et al. [109] treated the time intervals between queries as pairwise
features in their models. But no previous work has explicitly exploited the temporal
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information directly in their models. In our work, we directly integrate the tempo-
ral information into our model, rather than highly relying on different timeouts, for
identifying search tasks.
There have been attempts to extract in-session tasks [225, 117, 164], and cross-
session tasks [117, 139, 11, 242] from query sequences based on classification and
clustering methods. Jones and Klinkner [117] proposed to learn a binary classifier
to detect whether two queries belong to the same task or not, which organized and
segmented query sequences into hierarchical units. Moreover, Kotov et al. [139] and
Agichtein et al. [11] studied the problem of cross-session task extraction via binary
same-task classification, and found different types of tasks demonstrate different life
spans. Another suitable mechanism for identifying sessions or tasks may rely on
unsupervised learning approaches, i.e., query clustering algorithms, especially when
no labeled training set is available. The intuition for using query clustering is based on
the assumption that if two queries belong to the same cluster, then they are topically
related. Cao et al. [51] proposed a clustering algorithm for summarizing queries
into concepts throughout a click-through bipartite graph built from a search log.
Lucchese et al. [164] and Hua et al. [109] exploited the knowledge base for detecting
semantically related query pairs that are not similar from a lexical content point of
view. In addition, Wang et al. [242] proposed a semi-supervised clustering method
for identifying cross-session tasks. Different from these existing methods, we assume
that queries belonging to the same search task are linked by influence. Moreover,
instead of focusing on the query sequence of single users, we take into account the
query sequences issued by different users simultaneously in a unified framework, such
that our model can identify and label coherent search tasks across users.
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2.4 Query Auto-Completion
Beside self- & mutually exciting, there are also many other types of influence in be-
havioral data, such as the influence with the Markov property, i.e., users’ behaviors on
the current stage only influence their behaviors on the next stage. A good instance
of such behavioral data is users’ sequential interactions with search engines in the
procedure of query auto-completion. The main objective of QAC is to predict users’
intended queries and assist them formulate a query while typing. The most popular
QAC algorithm is to suggest completions according to their past popularity. General-
ly, a popularity score is assigned to each query based on the frequency of the query in
the query log from which the query database was built. This simple QAC algorithm
is called MostPopularCompletion (MPC), which can be regarded as an approximate
maximum likelihood estimator [27].
Several QAC methods [27, 218, 217, 249] were proposed to extend MPC from vari-
ous aspects. Bar-Yossef and Kraus [27] introduced the context-sensitive QAC method
by treating users’ recent queries as context and taking into account the similarity of
QAC candidates with this context for ranking. But there is no consensus of how to
optimally train the relevance model. Shokouhi [217] employed learning-based strategy
to incorporate several global and personal features into the QAC model. However,
these methods only exploit the final submitted query or simulate the prefixes of the
clicked query, which do not investigate the users’ interactions with the QAC engine.
In addition the above models, there are several studies addressing different aspects
of QAC. For example, [218, 249] focused on the time-sensitive aspect of QAC. Other
methods studied the space efficiency of index for QAC [32, 107]. Duan and Hsu [77]
addressed the problem of suggesting query completions when the prefix is mis-spelled.
Kharitonov et al. [122] proposed two new metrics for offline QAC evaluation, and [115]
investigated user reformation behavior for QAC.
The QAC is a complex process where a user goes through a series of interactions
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with the QAC engine before clicking on a suggestion. As can be seen from the related
work, little attention has been paid to understand the interactions with the QAC
engine. Until recently, Li et al. [156] created a two-dimensional click model to combine
users’ behaviors with the existing learning-based QAC model. The study assumed
users’ behaviors at different keystrokes, even for the consecutive two keystrokes, are
independent in order to simplify the model estimation, which results in information
lose. Different from those works, we attempt to directly model and leverage the
relationship between users’ behaviors, so as to improve the performance of QAC.
2.5 Click Models
Influence not only exists among user behaviors of the same type, but also among
related user behaviors of different category, such as the QAC behavior mentioned in
the previous section and users’ click behaviors on the returned web documents of
their issued queries. Thus, in this section, we first review existing click models that
study click behaviors, and survey studies on contextual search, which is related to
our strategy used in exploring the mutually influence between QAC and click behav-
iors. In the field of document retrieval, the main purpose for modeling users’ clicks
is to infer the intrinsic relevance between the query and document by explaining the
positional bias. The position bias assumption was first introduced by Granka et al.
[93], stating that a document on higher rank tends to attract more clicks. Richard-
son et al. [204] attempted to model the true relevance of documents by imposing a
multiplicative factor. Later examination hypothesis is formalized in [60], with a key
assumption (Cascade Assumption) that a user will click on a document if and only
if that document has been examined and it is relevant to the query. In addition,
several extensions were proposed, such as the User Browsing Model (UBM) [78], the
Bayesian Browsing Model [160], the General Click Model [272], and the Dynamic
Bayesian Network model (DBN) [54]. Despite the abundance of click models, these
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existing click models cannot be directly applied to QAC without considerable modi-
fication. The click model most similar to our work is [267], which models users’ clicks
on a series of queries in a session. However because of the main difference between
QAC and document retrieval, our model is very different from [267].
Contextual search is heavily researched in literature and is explored from differ-
ent angles. A large portion of a recent comprehensive survey on contextual search is
devoted to the study of personal interest from interaction, content, social, and geo-
graphical variables [171]. Traditional personalization approaches [219] usually build a
profile of interests for each user from her/his search or browsing history. Contextual
information is useful in identifying users’ search needs. Shen et al. [215] presented
context-aware language models by assuming that documents are not only similar to
the current query but also similar to the previous queries and the summaries of the
documents clicked on. Sun and Lou [229] focus on right-click query that is submitted
to a search engine by making a text string in a Web page, and extract the contextual
information from the source document to improve search results. Cao et al. [51, 50]
extracted context information in Web search sessions by modeling search sessions as
sequences of user queries and clicks. They learned sequential prediction models such
Hidden Markov Model from search log data. Different from our study here, their
models were designed for predicting search intents based on context information from
one type of log only, but not leveraging both QAC and clickthrough logs.
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CHAPTER III
LEARNING PARAMETRIC MODELS FOR SOCIAL
INFECTIVITY IN MULTI-DIMENSIONAL HAWKES
PROCESSES
The first and the most fundamental problem we consider in this thesis is how to ef-
ficiently and effectively model the influence in behavioral data. In this chapter, we
come up with a general solution that efficiently models the influence under various
behavioral data, without prior knowledge about the topologies of the network of the
participated individuals. Such a general solution can be adapted to appropriately
handle a wide range of practical problems which demand the modeling of influence
between the behaviors of individuals. One fundamental problem in influence model-
ing is the learning of the degree of influence between individuals in social networks,
which we called social infectivity. Efficient and effective learning of social infectivity
is a critical challenge in modeling diffusion phenomenon in social networks and oth-
er applications. Existing methods require substantial amount of event cascades to
guarantee the learning accuracy, while only time-invariant infectivity is considered.
In this chapter, we overcome those two drawbacks by constructing a more compact
model and parameterizing the infectivity using time-varying features, thus dramati-
cally reduce the data requirement, and enable the learning of time-varying infectivity
which also takes into account the underlying network topology. We replace the pair-
wise infectivity in the multidimensional Hawkes processes with linear combinations of
those time-varying features, and optimize the associated coefficients with lasso regu-
larization on coefficients. To efficiently solve the resulting optimization problem, we
employ the technique of alternating direction method of multipliers, and under that
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framework update each coefficient independently, by optimizing a surrogate func-
tion which upper-bounds the original objective function. On both synthetic and real
world data, the proposed method performs better than alternatives in terms of both
recovering the hidden diffusion network and predicting the occurrence time of social
events.
3.1 Parametric Models for Social Infectivity
3.1.1 Multi-dimensional Hawkes Process
As introduced in the previous chapter, a multi-dimensional Hawkes process estimates
basic intensity µ and infectivity α by maximizing the likelihood on each observed










where tn is the timestamp of the n-th event in the cascade, and mn indicates the
dimension/individual where the n-th event occurs.
In real world social networks, M can be very large, dependency exists among α’s,
and α may varies with respect to time. Thus learning one separate α for each pair
of dimensions (m,m′) can be both inefficient and ineffective. To address those issues,




where β is the vector of coefficients that we are to learn instead of α. xm,m′(t) is a
time-varying dyad-dependent vector of length K, which is supposed to reflect some
kinds of relationship between dimension m and m′.
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Plugging Eqn (2) into the intensity function of multi-dimensional Hawkes process-



























To select effective features and avoid overfitting, we enforce the sparsity of coeffi-
cients β by imposing lasso type of regularization as ‖β‖1. Under this lasso regulariza-
tion, βk will be non-zero only when its corresponding feature is highly correlated with
the infectivity between two dimensions; otherwise, βk will be enforced to be zero. In
summary, we are to optimize model parameters µ, β as:
minµ≥0,β≥0 − L(µ, β) + λ‖β‖1 (3)
where λ is the regularization parameter that trades off the sparsity of the coefficients
and the data likelihood.
3.2 Optimization
Optimizing β against L is relatively difficult, since the non-smooth regularizer on β
makes the objective function non-differentiable. To optimize such an objective, we
employ alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [45] to reduce this `1
regularized loss minimization problem to a sequence of `2 regularized loss minimiza-
tion problems, which are much easier to solve. ADMM is known as a special case
of the more general Douglas-Rachford splitting method, which has good convergence
properties under some fairly mild conditions [80].
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3.2.1 Derivation of ADMM
In ADMM, the optimization problem in Eqn (3) can be re-written to the following
equivalent form by introducing an auxiliary variable z:
minµ≥0,β≥0,z − L(µ, β) + λ‖z‖1,
subject to β = z.
The corresponding augmented Lagrangian of the problem is:




where u is the scaled dual variables corresponding to the constraint β = z, and ρ is
the penalty parameter, which is usually used as the step size in updating the dual
variable.
Then we solve the above augmented Lagrangian using the ADMM algorithm con-
sisting of the following iterative steps:
µi+1, βi+1 = argminµ≥0,β≥0 − Lρ(µ, β, zi,ui),
zi+1 = Sλ/ρ(β
i+1 + ui),
ui+1 = ui + βi+1 − zi+1.
where Sκ is the soft thresholding operator [76]. We will derive the algorithm for
optimizing µ and β in the following, which is a proximal operator evaluation.
3.2.2 Estimation of µ and β
In order to update each µ and β independently, we choose to optimize a surrogate
function which breaks down the log-sum of log λmn(tn) based on Jensen’s inequality,
and upper-bounds of −Lρ(µ, β, zi,ui). By optimizing this surrogate function in the
Majorize-Minimization (MM) algorithm [111], we can reach the gloabl optimum of
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−Lρ. We define the surrogate function as:
g(µ, β|µ(j), β(j)) = ρui(β − zi) + ρ
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l=1 xml,mn,k(tn)κ(tn − tl)
.
Notice here we can interpret ηn0 as the infectivity of all historical events on the n-th
event with regard to the k-the feature, while ηn0 is the probability that the n-th event
is sampled from the base intensity.
As proved in [270], optimizing the surrogate function g ensures that Lρ decreases
monotonically, thus guarantees that Lρ will converge to a global optimum. Then by
optimizing g, we are able to update µ and β independently with closed-form solutions,




















xml,mn,k(tn)(K(tn − tl)−K(tn−1 − tl)) + ρ(uik − zik).
3.2.3 Complexity Analysis.
The majority of our computation lies in the estimation of µ and β, where we need to
calculate a vector of η for each event n. Since feature-related computations such as∑n−1




l=1 xml,mn,k(tn)(K(tn− tl)−K(tn−1− tl)) can
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be done ahead, this estimation procedure has a computational cost of O(N ∗K +M)
only. The updates of z and u in each iteration only cost O(K). Thus, our algorithm
costs O(N ∗ K + M) in total, where K  N can be ensured by controlling by the
number of features we use. Thus we can view the computational cost as linear in the
number of events and the number of individuals, such cost is much smaller compared
with multi-dimensional Hawkes models that estimate pairwise infectivity directly,
which cost at least O(N2 +M2).
3.3 Time-varying Features
Time-varying features [230] attract ever increasing attentions in analyzing temporal
data, such as email communication [196], seismic events [52], and Heart Rate Vari-
ability (HRV) signals [172]. In a given social network where memes diffuse, we collect
both individual features, which imply the instant self-properties of each individual,
and dyadic features, which imply the instant relationship between each pair of individ-
uals. These features count the number of appearances of a certain pattern involving
one individual or one individual-pair in a certain time range formulated as:
x(p)(t,∆t) = #{p ∈ [t−∆t, t)},
where p represents a certain defined pattern, [t − ∆t, t) is the time interval from
some ancient timestamp to the current timestamp. Table 7 shows several patterns we
adopt in this work. Our feature design is inspired by the features proposed in [196].
The novelty of our design is that we propose features in more general forms, and also
explore brand-new patterns in networks, thus produce far more features.
As shown in Table 7, our features generally originate from individuals’ involvement
in the diffusion paths of memes in networks, and reflect implicit individual property
or pairwise relationship. These features can be either categorized by the number of
individuals involved, or by the path length. If provided with explicit self-properties
of individuals or the relationship between individuals, we can propose new features
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Table 1: Patterns in Constructing Time-varying Features
Pattern p Description
i node i appears on one diffusion path.
dist(i) node i appears on one diffusion path of a certain
meme(the appearance on the path of the same
meme will not be counted twice).
in(i) node i gets infected from another node (the ap-
pearance of the same node will not be counted
twice).
out(i) node i infects another node (the appearance of the
same node will not be counted twice).
i 	(v) there exists a length-v diffusion path from node i
to itself.
pure(i 	(v)) there exists a length-v diffusion path from node i
to itself, and there exists one meme that diffuses
on the entire path (Similar patterns are designed
for all dyad-dependent patterns below).
i
(v)−→ j v−1 intermediate nodes exist on the diffusion path
from node i to j.
j
(v)←− i v−1 intermediate nodes exist on the diffusion path
from node j to i.
i
(v,v′)←→ j there exists a node h that is the ancestor of both
node i and j, and the corresponding path length
is v and v′, respectively.
i
(v,v′)→← j there exists a node h that is the descendant of both
node i and j, and the corresponding path length
is v and v′, respectively.
To facilitate the description of each pattern, we take a social network as a graph,
and each individual as a node, and the paths that memes diffuse as directed edges.
accordingly. Based on above collected features, we are able to form a feature vector
xm,m′(t) for each individual-pair (m,m
′) at any given timestamp t through:
xm,m′(t) = {x(p)(t,∆t)|p ∈ Pm,m′ ,∆t > 0},




We conducted experiments on both synthetic and real-world data sets , and compared
the performance of our model with alternatives to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our model.
Synthetic Data Set. We sample the synthetic data according to the proposed
model in the following manner: Given model dimensions (M,N,K), we start by
drawing the basic intensity vector µ of size M , and the coefficient vector β of size K.
Each element µm and βk is randomly generated in [0.5µ̂, 1.5µ̂] and [0, 2β̂] respectively
before simulation. Then we randomly draw a fixed feature vector xm,m′ for each
pair of dimensions m and m′, and finally sample event cascades from the proposed
model specified by µ, β, and x. We also generate the ground-truth infectivity matrix
Â based on the ground-truth β and x. Our synthetic data are simulated with two
different settings:
• Small: M=100, N=1,200, K=10, µ̂=0.01, β̂=0.05. Simulations were run 100
times.
• Large: M=1,000, N=50,000, K=100, µ̂=0.01, β̂=0.005. Simulations were run
5 times.
We sample 100 cascades to ensure that normal multi-dimensional Hawkes models
can obtain promising results, which our model doesn’t necessarily need as shown in
experiments. To test the how the lasso regularization works, we generate Sparse
Synthetic data with a sparse β by randomly selecting 80% elements in the vector β
to be 0.We also generate Time-varying Synthetic data with time-varying feature
vectors. For each timestamp in a event cascade, we calculate a separate xm,m′ based
on the generative process of the proposed time-varying features in the network, thus
ensure xm,m′ to be time-varying.
Evaluation metrics. We consider the following evaluation metrics: 1) first, we com-
pare the average log probability on the training data, and the average log predictive
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likelihood on events falling in the final 10% of the total time of each event cascade;
2) next we compare the average relative distance between the estimated parameters












|, and evaluate the learned






|. We classify these three metrics for parame-
ter estimation into the class of Mean Absolute Error (MAE). 3) we also employ the
metric RankCorr [270], which is defined as the averaged Kendall’s rank correlation
coefficient between each row of A and Â. It measures whether the relative order of
the estimated social infectivities is correctly recovered or not.
Baselines. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model, we compare it
with the following alternatives:
Multi-Hawkes: This is a normal multi-dimensional Hawkes model with no regularizer
on A.
Cox: This is a multiplicative Cox model that parameterizes intensity. Our experi-
ments learn this model using the same feature set as our proposed model. Note
that Cox has no parameter µ [196].
LowRankSparse: This is a multi-dimensional Hawkes model with the infectivity ma-
trix A regularized by both nuclear norm and `1 norm [270].
NetRate: This is a continuous time model for diffusion networks [205]. It cannot
model the recurrent events, thus we only keep the first event occurrence at each
individual.
Para-Hawkes: This is our proposed model, besides estimating µ and β, we also infer
the infectivity matrix A accordingly for the comparison with Hawkes models
which directly estimate infectivity,
3.4.1 Model Fitness on Synthetic Data.
Table 2 compares the performance of the proposed model with several alternative
point process models measured by both likelihood and the accuracy of parameter
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estimation. On synthetic data simulated with non-sparse β, Para-Hawkes fits the
data better than Cox, while Cox performs better than Multi-Hawkes. On synthetic
data simulated with sparse β, Para-Hawkes performs better than the non-sparse case,
which demonstrates that the lasso regularization on coefficients β does work. The
performance of Multi-Hawkes is rarely affected since the sparsity of β only influences
the relationship within A, which is ignored by Multi-Hawkes. Cox performs worse,
as it imposes no regularization on coefficients. On larger synthetic data, the perfor-
mances of all compared models become worse, while the advantage of Para-Hawkes
over others become greater. This illustrates that Para-Hawkes is adept in model-
ing more complexity diffusion networks . We also notice that the lasso regularizer
becomes more important on larger networks.
3.4.2 Fitness on Synthetic Data with Time-varying Infectivity.
Table 2 also shows that using time-varying features instead of invariant features slight-
ly harms the performances of Para-Hawkes and Cox, while Multi-Hawkes performs
poor, which illustrates the advantage of estimating coefficients β rather than the in-
fectivity α directly . The degree of degeneration of the performance of Para-Hawkes
is smaller than that of Cox, which proves that Para-Hawkes is more suitable for
modeling networks with time-varying infectivity.
3.4.3 Model Dimension Variation.
Figure 3 shows how the variation in the setting of model dimensions influences the
fitness of the proposed model on the synthetic data. When increasing the number of
dimensions M and fixing all other model dimensions, the error in both the learning of
coefficients β and the estimation of Hawkes parameter µ will be significantly reduced.
Secondly, along with the increase of events N , the proposed model fits the synthetic
data better. When the number of features K increases, Para-Hawkes finds it more
and more difficult to fit the synthetic data. The impact of model dimension variation
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Table 2: Model Fitness on Synthetic Data
Data set Metric P-Hawkes M-Hawkes Cox
S-Synthetic Training -73.91 -89.13 -79.82
Predictive -136.23 -151.21 -143.21
MAE(β or α) 0.103 0.257 0.148
MAE(µ) 0.089 0.116
L-Synthetic Training -107.89 -172.21 -135.95
Predictive -190.26 -310.85 -233.90
MAE(β or α) 0.120 0.342 0.161
MAE(µ) 0.113 0.148
S-Sparse Training -70.73 -89.72 -80.27
Predictive -133.91 -151.30 -144.84
MAE(β or α) 0.094 0.258 0.157
MAE(µ) 0.086 0.117
L-Sparse Training -102.46 -172.26 -137.27
Predictive -182.91 -310.81 -239.64
MAE(β or α) 0.116 0.344 0.168
MAE(µ) 0.102 0.149
S-T-varying Training -81.62 -176.32 -97.28
Predictive -140.83 -418.20 -172.74
MAE(β or α) 0.115 0.923 0.165
MAE(µ) 0.104 0.363
L-T-varying Training -122.43 -218.38 -160.92
Predictive -207.22 -693.67 -269.30
MAE(β or α) 0.131 1.327 0.184
MAE(µ) 0.128 0.616
In the column of ”Metric”, ”Training” stands for training likelihood, while
”Predictive” stands for predictive likelihood. ”P-Hawkes” stands for Para-Hawkes,
”M-Hakwes” stands for Multi-Hawkes, ”S-” stands for data setting Small, ”L-”
stands for Large. ”T-varying” stands for Time-varying.
on µ is smaller than that on β. One possible explanation is that a poor performance
on the estimation of coefficients does not necessarily lead to an improper estimation
of infectivity α. Thus the estimation of µ can still be relatively accurate.
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Figure 3: How the variation in model dimension influences the fitness of the proposed
model on the synthetic data.




































Figure 4: Performance Comparison wrt. Cascade Number.
3.4.4 How the Number of Cascades Affects Performance.
Figure 4 shows that when the number of cascades increases, both the data fitness
and the accuracy of the social infectivity estimation of Para-Hawkes are rarely affect-
ed, while Multi-Hawkes performs significantly better. However, even trained with a
large number of event cascades, Para-Hawkes still performs much better than Multi-
Hawkes. Such phenomenon demonstrates that the proposed model works well without
multiple cascades, while a normal multi-dimensional Hawkes model requires a large
number of cascades to gain a satisfactory performance.
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Figure 5: Coefficients Learned on Synthetic Networks with Different Topologies. The
Y axis denotes the average value of the learned coefficients of features characterized
by path length v. These average values are scaled to the range of [0, 1] to clarify the
comparison of relative importance of different features.
3.4.5 Coefficient Learning on Synthetic Networks with Various Topolo-
gies.
This series of experiments sample event cascades from the normal multi-dimensional
Hawkes process specified by sparsity and low-rank A’s, respectively, and estimate the
coefficients in our proposed model on both data sets to explore the appropriate set of
features for modeling different network topologies. Figure 5 shows that, when char-
acterized by different path lengths v, our features weight different in model various
network topologies. In a sparse social network, the weights of features character-
ized by a short path are larger, while in a low-rank network, the weights of features
characterized by a medium-length path are relatively more significant. One explana-
tion can be that, in a very sparse network, individuals are more unlikely to influence
each other via middlemen than in a low-rank network where people form groups, and
influence every other group members.
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3.4.6 Real World Data
To further study how our model works in real world social networks, we apply the
proposed model on Retweets and MemeTracker data sets. The Retweets data set
contains the time-stamped information flowing among tweet users. When a new
post is issued by some user, other users will retweet this post or those retweets. In
this way, the content of the original post diffuses in the network, and all the time-
stamped retweets concerning that post form an event cascade. From the Retweets
data set, we extract 5000 most popular posts diffusing among around 5000 users.
The MemeTracker data set contains the time-stamped information flows captured
by hyper-links among different sites. These time-stamped hyperlinks form an event
cascade for the particular piece of information flowing among numerous web sites. In
particular, we extract a network consisting of top 500 sites with all hyperlinks among
them.
Figure 8 compares the performance of Para-Hawkes with baselines measured by
both predictive likelihood and RankCorr. In this series of experiments, we add a
new model named Para-Hawkes-NS, which is our proposed model with no lasso reg-
ularizer. From Figure 8, we can see that our proposed models perform better the
all compared baselines, which demonstrates the effectiveness of using time-varying
features. The advantage over LowRankSparse illustrates that appropriate weight-
ing of generic features can capture specific network topologies, such as sparsity and
low-rank structure. Our advantage over LowRankSparse on Retweets is much larger
than that on MemeTracker. One explanation may be that the proposed model suits
various networks, while methods using topological priors only work in networks with
some specific structure. Moreover, our performance advantage measured by likelihood
is much greater than that measured by RankCorr, which implies that the proposed
model is capable of precisely modeling observed diffusion, rather than just predicting

























































































Figure 6: Performance Comparison on Real World Data Sets.
the inferred A with a small constant will result in an infectivity matrix with sparsity
degree similar as that learned by LowRankSparse. Meanwhile, Para-Hawkes performs
better than Para-Hawkes-NS, which illustrates the importance of selecting effective
features among all designed features.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we propose a novel multi-dimensional Hawkes model that parameter-
izes pairwise infectivity using linear combinations of time-varying features. Alternat-
ing direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is employed to estimate the proposed
features’ coefficients, which are regularized by a `1 norm to select effective features.
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CHAPTER IV
ENERGY USAGE BEHAVIOR MODELING IN ENERGY
DISAGGREGATION VIA MARKED HAWKES PROCESS
In the previous chapter, we consider how to raise the efficiency in the modeling of the
influence in behavioral data under general settings, i.e., the occurrence of an event
influences the occurrence of future events (under the same dimension). Starting from
this chapter, we study the influence modeling under some special cases, which do not
completely agree with the above general settings. This first special case we consider is
the influence among events with marks, where the marks contain detailed descriptions
of corresponding events other than the temporal information. The influence in such
behavioral data is not simply the influence from the occurrence of one event to that of
a future event, but the influence from both the occurrence and the marks of an event
to those of a future event. Applications that desire the modeling of such behavioral
data include energy disaggregation, where both the temporal information and the
amount of consumed energy of the usage of an electronic appliance play an important
role.
Energy disaggregation, the task of taking a whole home electricity signal and de-
composing it into its component appliances, has been proved to be essential in energy
conservation research. One powerful cue for breaking down the entire household’s
energy consumption is user’s daily energy usage behavior, which has so far received
little attention: existing works on energy disaggregation mostly ignored the relation-
ship between the energy usages of various appliances across different time slots. To
model such relationship, in this chapter, we combine topic models with Hawkes pro-
cesses, and propose a novel probabilistic model based on marked Hawkes processes
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that enable the modeling of marked event data. The proposed model seeks to capture
the influence from the occurrence and the marks of one usage event to the occurrences
and the marks of subsequent usage events in the future. We also develop an inference
algorithm based on variational inference for model parameter estimation. Experi-
mental results on both synthetic data and three real world data sets demonstrate
the effectiveness of our model, which outperforms state-of-the-art approaches in de-
composing the entire consumed energy to each appliance. Analyzing the influence
captured by the proposed model provides further insights into numerous interesting
energy usage behavior patterns.
4.1 Energy Usage Behavior Modeling
Let us consider a typical scenario in energy disaggregation, where M appliances are
used in a sequence of N time slots T = {tn, n = 1, . . . , N}. Multiple appliances can be
used simultaneously in one time slot, and certain appliance is not necessarily always
in use. We consider the unsupervised setting, i.e., we only observe the total amount
of consumed energy Xn in each time slot n, while the amount of consumed energy
xm,n of each appliance m used in that time slot is unavailable. The target of energy
disaggregation is to predict each xm,n based on the observed T and X.
Instead of straightforwardly predicting xm,n from Xn, we introduce a set of latent
variables {Ym,n} to denote whether the m-th appliance is used in the n-th time slot,
and turn to solving a much easier problem first: which appliances are in use in each
of the time slot. The basic intuition is that the usage of one appliance raises the
probability of the usage of related appliances (including itself) in the near future. For
instance, people are very likely to use dryer after using washing machine. Such self-
& mutually exciting nature coincides with the self- & mutually exciting property of
the multi-dimensional Hawkes process, i.e., the occurrence of one event in the past
will trigger events happening in the future.
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4.1.1 Multi-dimensional Hawkes Process
As introduced in previous chapters, the multi-dimensional Hawkes process is a class of
self- or mutually exciting point process models [98], which are widely used to describe
data that are localized at a finite set of time points {t1, . . . , tN} [211]. Formally,
the multi-dimensional Hawkes process on an event cascade {tl}Nl=1 is defined to be a
M -dimensional point process with the intensity of the m-th dimension given by:




Here µm denotes the base intensity of the m-th dimension, κ(t− tl) is a time-decaying
kernel, while αm,m′ denotes the infectivity from events in the m-th dimension to events
in the m′-th dimension. Hawkes process has been widely used in applications, such as
earthquake prediction [188], sales modeling [255, 82], Asset management [254], search
behavior modeling [153], crime modeling [227], and armed conflict analysis [262, 150].
In our tasks, building a multi-dimensional Hawkes process on Y relates the in-
ference of m-th appliance usage state in the n-th time slot Ym,n with that of other
appliances in different time slots, thus can be expected to sharply raise the inference
accuracy.
4.1.2 Marked Hawkes Process
Although the (multi-dimensional) Hawkes process has been proved to be effective in
modeling the influence between event occurrences in many applications, we find it
unable to completely solve our energy disaggregation problem. For one thing, the
total amount of consumed energy in each time slot has not been utilized; for another,
it only predicts whether an appliance is in use rather than the energy it consumes. A
better solution is modeling marked events instead of normal events, where the mark of
an event refers to those additional features other than the temporal information that
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describes the event.1 In energy disaggregation, taking the usage of an appliance in a
time slot as an event, the corresponding amount of consumed energy is actually the
mark of that event. Such marked events are very common in current social networks,
as the descriptions of events are usually available.
Since the marks of an event are very likely to be described by numerous features
— a vector with each feature represented by continuous or categorical variables,
directly modeling the relationship between marks and occurrences of different events
is difficult. One widely used effective solution is the topic model, which clusters
all observed marks into several topics/categories, with similar marks in the same
category.
To enable the modeling of marks of events in Hawkes processes, we further intro-
duce a new set of latent variables {Zm,n,k} to denote whether the marks of an event
from the m-th dimension, whose occurrence is previously denoted by Ym,n, belongs
to the k-th category/topic, we propose the following novel multi-dimensional Hawkes
process to model the entire event sequence, with the intensity of an event from the
m-th dimension occurring in time slot t whose intensity can be written as: whose
intensity can be written as:









Here the base intensity µm captures how often an event from m-th dimension happens
spontaneously, while βm,m′,k,k′ models the degree of influence between a event from
dimension m with marks of category k to a event from dimension m′ with marks of
category k′. Notice that the proposed new Hawkes process can handle events with
multidimensional marks, while in our application, only a single dimension, the amount
of consumed energy, is used.
According to the definition of Ym,n, we have Ym,n = HawkesProcess(λm(tn)). Thus
1A mark can be the casualty of an armed conflict event, the magnitude of an earthquake event,
and in our application, the consumed energy of an appliance usage event.
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the proposed new Hawkes process straightforwardly models the influence between the
occurrence and the mark pattern membership of past events and those of the current
event. Assume each appliance has K energy consumption patterns with the k-th
pattern denoted as θm,k, the entire amount of consumed energy in the n-th time




k θm,kZm,n,k. The approximation itself
does not provide much evidence for the inference of Y and Z, and the learning of
θ. However, by constructing a multi-dimensional marked Hawkes process on Y and
Z, we relate the inference of Ym,n and Zm,n with that of other appliances in different
time slots, thus the inference/learning accuracy can be expected to be increased.
Finally, we present our generative model that produces the entire energy con-
sumption as follows:
• Draw a vector µ of length M that denotes the base intensity of each appliance
and a MK × MK infectivity matrix β that denotes the degree of influence
between different appliances under different consumption patterns.
• For each appliance m,
– draw a K dimensional vector θm, where each dimension indicates a single
energy consumption pattern of the appliance.
– draw a K dimensional membership vector πm ∼ Dirichlet(α).
• For the n-th time slot,
– For the m-th appliance in the n-th time slot,
∗ Draw whether it will be used by Ym,n ∼ HawkesProcess(λm(·)), where
the intensity λm is defined as in Eqn (8);
∗ Draw the user energy usage pattern membership Zm,n ∼
Multinomial(πm);
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– Calculate the total amount of consumed energy in the n-th time slot Xn =∑
m xm,n.
Note that in our M-Hawkes model, the number of appliances that can be simulta-
neously used in the same time slot is constrained by the total amount of consumed
energy at that time. Such a constraint not only benefits the inferring of energy usage
patterns of each appliance, but also enables the modeling of several events occurring
in the same time slot, which existing Hawkes models hardly handled.
Under our M-Hawkes model, the joint probability of data T = {N(·)} =
{{tn}Nn=1}, X = {{Xn}Nn=1} and latent variables π, Y , Z can be written as follows:
p(T,X, π1:M , Y, Z|α, θ, µ, β) = P (T, Y |Z, µ, β)
∏
n















When given observations of both temporal information T = {N(·)} = {{tn}Nn=1}
and consumed energy X of energy consumption event sequences, the log-likelihood
for the complete data is given by log p(T,X|µ, β, α, θ) under the proposed M-Hawkes
model. We employ variational methods [38] to simplify the inference of true posterior
p(T,X|µ, β, α, θ), and come up with a distribution of latent variables q shown as
below:










2In our experiments, we use a constant σ.
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Figure 7: Graphical model representation of M-Hawkes and the variational distribu-
tion that approximates the likelihood. The upper figure shows the graphical model
representation of M-Hawkes, while the lower figure shows the variational distribution
that approximates the likelihood.
where q1 is a Dirichlet, q2 is a multinomial, and {γ1:M ,Φ, ρ} are the set of variational
parameters. We optimize those free parameters to tighten the following lower bound
L′ for our likelihood:
log p(T,X|µ, β, α, θ) ≥Eq[log p(T,X, π1:M , Y, Z|α, θ, µ, β)]
− Eq[log q(π1:M , Y, Z)]. (5)












as the partial likelihood on temporal data assuming consumption pattern distribu-





















κ(s)ds, and we define function rm,m′,lnkk′ = φm′,lρm,n,kρm′,l,k′ . On the
other hand, in order to update each Hawkes hyper-parameter µ and β independently,
we adopt the strategy in [257], and break down the log sum Eq(log λ(tn)) based on
Jensen’s inequality as:











where {η} is a set of branching variables constrained by:






Under a coordinate descent framework, we optimize the lower bound as in Eqn
(15) against each variational latent variable3 and the model hyper-parameter. For
variational latent variables, we have the following process





































− φm′,l(K(tn − tl)−K(tn−1 − tl)))ρm′,l,k′
• update rules for γ’s as:

































where bmm′,lnkk′ = rm,m′,lnkk′βm,m′,k,k′κ(tn − tl).

















In updating α, we use a Newton-Raphson method, as no closed form solution
exists for the approximate maximum likelihood estimate of α. The Newton-Raphson

































The maximum likelihood estimation of energy usage pattern θ can be derived
through calculating the first derivative of lower-bound L′ against corresponding pa-
rameters. We obtain the update formulas given as follows:
θm,k = (A
TA)−1x.
where A = [φm,nρm,n,k]n,mk is a matrix of size n ×mk, and x = [Xn]n is a vector of
length n.
To obtain the approximate maximum likelihood estimation of Hawkes hyper-
parameters, we optimize the lower bound as in Eqn (15) against each hyper-












In real world scenario β is usually a sparse matrix, as influence only exist in limited
pairs of appliances and patterns. Thus to select effective influence and avoid overfit-
ting, we enforce the sparsity of β by imposing lasso type of regularization as ‖β‖1,
and employ the widely used alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM)
[45, 151] to address the constraint optimization problem.
Our variation inference algorithm, named Marked-Hawkes (M-Hawkes), can be
interpreted intuitively in the following way. The mark pattern distribution γ of each
appliance is determined by both the topic/pattern prior and the pattern assignment
of each appliance at each time slot. The probability φ of an appliance m used in
the n-th time slot is jointly determined by: (a) other appliances used in the current
time slot; (b) how likely an appliance was used spontaneously; (c) the influence from
the occurrence and the mark pattern of past events to the current occurrence; and
(d) the influence from the occurrence and the mark pattern of future events to the
current occurrence. The energy consumption pattern ρ of an appliance m used in the
n-th time slot is jointly determined by: (a) the pattern prior of this appliance; (b)
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the mark patterns of other appliances; (c) past/future influence to the current mark
pattern.
In our mean-field variation inference algorithm, the computational cost of infer-
ring variational variables is O(NM2K2). The computational cost of the estimation
of topic hyper-parameters is O(NM2K2 + M3K3). The computational cost of the
estimation of Hawkes hyper-parameters is O(N2M2K2), which can be reduced to
O(NM2K2) by only considering the influence in temporally-close time slots. Thus
the total computational cost of our algorithm is O(NM2K2 +M3K3). Since in real-
world scenarios, influence exists only among limited pairs of appliances and patterns,
M2K2 can be reduced to some much smaller constant, thus the above cost can be
viewed as linear in the number of events or time slots.
4.2 Experiments
We evaluated our M-Hawkes model on both synthetic and real-world data sets, and
compared the performance with the following baselines:
Hawkes: This is a normal multi-dimensional Hawkes process that models the occur-
rence of events only and no marks of events;
AFAMAP: This method proposed an approximation inference algorithm, named
Additive Factorial Approximate MAP, to efficiently solve the additive factorial hid-
den Markov model by looking at the observed difference in consumed energy, and
incorporating a robust mixture component that can account for unmodeled observa-
tion [136].
NIALM: This method, named non-intrusive load monitoring, iteratively separated
individual appliances from an aggregate energy consumption record, and updated
prior models of general appliance types for each specific appliance instance [194].
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4.2.1 Synthetic Data
Data Generation. Given parameters (M,N,K, α, θ, µ, β), the synthetic data is
sampled according to the proposed generative model. Here each element µm and
βm,m,k,k′ are randomly generated in [0.5µ̂, 1.5µ̂] and [0.5β̂, 1.5β̂] respectively before the
simulation. In addition, α is a vector of size K, where the element αk is generated in
[0.5α̂, 1.5α̂] before the simulation. Our synthetic data are simulated with two different
settings:
• Small: M = 10, N = 120, K = 3, µ̂ = 0.01, β̂ = 0.5, α̂ = 0.1, θ̂ = 10.
Simulations were run 1,000 times using the pre-generated parameters µ, β;
• Large: M = 50, N = 10,000, K = 5, µ̂ = 0.01, β̂ = 0.5, α̂ = 0.1, θ̂ = 10.
Simulations were run 10 times.
To test the robustness of our method, we add two types of noise to the original
synthetic data:
Event Noisy: We generate additional 10% of total number of events randomly in the
time window of each already sampled event sequence, and add them to the sequence;
Mark Noisy: Instead of using the simulated Xn as the consumed energy at the n-th
time slot, we use a noisy value X ′n which is obtained by adding Gaussian noise on Xn:
X ′n = max(0.1e+ 1, 0)Xn, e ∼ N (0, σ′). (7)
The default value of σ′ is set to be 1.
Evaluation metrics. We consider the following evaluation metrics: 1) first, we
compare the average log predictive likelihood on events falling in the final 10% of the
total time of each event cascade; 2) next we compare the average relative distance
between the estimated parameters and ground-truth ones by Mean Average Error






|, which we denote
as MAE(β). 3) finally, we measure the performance of energy disaggregation by the
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Table 3: Inference and Estimation of M-Hawkes on Synthetic data
Data set MAE(µ) MAE(β) MAE(Y ) MAE(Z)
S-Synthetic 0.065 0.197 0.9251 0.9432
S-E-Noisy 0.077 0.281 0.9042 0.9229
S-M-Noisy 0.092 0.313 0.8847 0.9085
L-Synthetic 0.148 0.346 0.8718 0.8942
L-E-Noisy 0.163 0.353 0.8503 0.8642
L-M-Noisy 0.187 0.386 0.8284 0.8372
”S-” stands for data setting Small, ”L-” stands for Large, ”E-” stands for Event
Noisy, and ”M-” stands for Mark Noisy.
Table 4: Log Predictive Likelihood on Both Synthetic and Real-world Data
Data set M-Hawkes Hawkes AFAMAP NIALM
S-Synthetic -96.23 -136.26 -104.28 -108.63
S-E-Noisy -109.21 -148.32 -120.94 -125.27
S-M-Noisy -116.93 -161.24 -134.27 -140.05
L-Synthetic -152.39 -194.38 -168.03 -173.26
L-E-Noisy -165.82 -208.43 -181.46 -186.85
L-M-Noisy -171.47 -224.06 -186.94 -191.27
Smart* -145.39 -182.55 -157.83 -160.35
Pecan -192.17 -234.88 -209.12 -216.43
REDD -171.37 -210.26 -182.37 -187.51
MAE between the ground-truth consumed energy of each appliance xm,n and the
estimated consumed energy x̂m,n, which is calculated based on the inferred ρm,n and
the estimated θ̂m.
Inference and Estimation. Table 5 evaluates both the accuracy of our proposed
variational inference algorithm in parameter estimation and latent variable inference
on the synthetic data. We find that, on the small synthetic data, M-Hawkes can re-
cover the Hawkes parameters µ and β very well, and accurately estimate the model’s
hyper-parameters. On the large synthetic data, M-Hawkes’s performance on parame-
ter estimation becomes worse. The shapely increased number of appliances makes the
event occurrence prediction more difficult, and further affects the learning of users’
energy usage behavior patterns. On both noisy data sets, M-Hawkes’s performances
in both inference and estimation become worse. We also find that the performance
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Figure 8: Performance Comparison of Energy Disaggregation on Real World Data
Sets.





































































Figure 9: Energy Usage Pattern on Real World Data Sets.
Indices of significant appliances: Smart*: 2-lamp, 3-ac, 4-fan, 9-toaster,
15-refrigerator, 17-microwave. REDD: 1-main, 6-dishwaser, 15-kitchen outlets,
17-light, 19-washer-dryer. Pecan: 1-ac, 2-dishwasher, 13-microwave, 16-refrigerator.
of energy disaggregation become worse with respect to the increase of the number of
appliances, which shapely increases the complexity of the problem.
4.2.2 Performance on Energy Disaggregation
Real-world Smart Meter Data. We also conducted extensive experiments on two
real-world data sets. The first data set is Smart* [29], which is a high-resolution data
set from three homes including over 50 appliances. The second data set is Reference
Energy Disaggregation Dataset (REDD) [137]. This data set comprises six houses
including around 20 appliances. The third data set is Pecan Street 4. This data set
collects one-minute resolution disaggregated data for 450+ homes including around
4http://www.pecanstreet.org/
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20 appliances, dating from late 2012 to early 2014.
Model Fitness. Table 11 shows the log predictive likelihood on energy consumption
falling in the final 10% of the total time of data. According to Table 11, M-Hawkes
fits both synthetic and real-world data better than alternative probabilistic models.
The comparison on synthetic data is meaningful since we add noise into it. AFAMAP
performs better than the normal multi-dimensional Hawkes process, which shows the
importance of modeling marks of events besides the occurrences. On both noisy data
sets, the performances of all models become worse. However, the decrease of the
performance of M-Hawkes is smaller than baselines, which demonstrates the robust-
ness of our proposed model. Thus when the usage timestamps and the amounts of
consumed energy of some appliances are misrecorded, M-Hawkes performs better in
energy disaggregation, and learns energy usage behaviors better.
4.2.3 Performance on Energy Disaggregation.
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed model in energy disaggregation, we
compare it with all baselines measured by MAE(X). Here we use M-Hawkes-NS to
denote the M-Hawkes model with no sparsity constraint on Hawkes hyper-parameter
β. According to Figure 8, M-Hawkes performs at least 5% better than all com-
pared methods with comparable time costs. Also, M-Hawkes outperforms compared
methods on all categorized appliances. Such results demonstrate the importance of
modeling the relationship between the consumed energy of different appliances across
different time slots. M-Hawkes’s advantage over M-Hawkes-NS illustrates that on-
ly a limited number of dependencies exist between appliances in real world energy
consumption.
4.2.4 Energy Usage Behavior Pattern Analysis
Based on the parameters learned by the proposed M-Hawkes model, we analyze the
energy usage behavior patterns detected in real world energy consumption. According
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to Figure 9, influences exist in only limited pairs of appliances. Moreover, the degrees
of those influences are very different. In the Smart* data, the influence between lamp
and ac is greater than those between all other pairs of appliances. The influence
between refrigerator and microwave is greater than that between refrigerator and
toaster, which implies that people are more likely to cook food using microwave than
toaster. Notice that Smart* data only recorded significant energy consumptions of
refrigerator, which makes its usages easily detectable. In addition, the self-influence
on some appliances, such as ac, are also very significant. The interpretation is that
those appliances are often used for a long time continuously. The results on REDD
also show that rarely used appliances, such as dishwasher and washer-dryer influence
much less other appliances than those frequently used appliances, such as light and
kitchen outlets. Moreover, the influence between a certain pair of appliances is not
always symmetric. In Pecan, the influence from refrigerator to microwave is greater
than the influence from microwave to refrigerator. One explanation is that people are
used to open refrigerator to fetch food before turn on the microwave to cook them.
We also find such phenomenon in Smart* data.
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, we formulated the task of energy disaggregation into the modeling
of marked event sequences. We presented a probabilistic model that integrates topic
models with Hawkes processes to capture the influence from the occurrence and the
mark of an event to the occurrences and the marks of future events.
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CHAPTER V
IDENTIFYING AND LABELING SEARCH TASKS VIA
QUERY-BASED HAWKES PROCESSES
Besides the learning of infectivity, another important issue that deserves our attention
in influence modeling is the scope of influence existence. For many behavioral data,
the influence can be modeled appropriately based on assumptions that influence exists
among events from the same dimension, or between all pairs of events. However, for
some special behavioral data, there exist no reasonable assumptions on the scope of
influence existence based on prior knowledge only. One good instance is the query
submission of search engine users, where we find it difficult to judge whether the
submission of one query motivates the submission of a future one, even if they are
temporally close or performed by the same user. In this chapter, we study how to
simultaneously learn the infectivity and the influence existence in influence modeling
under the scenario of information search, and consequently address the problem of
search task identification. Specifically, the influence we are to model is what excites
users to issue queries serving the same information need in the near future. Since a
search task is defined as a set of queries that serve the same information need of search
engine users, in information search, each diffusion path of one meme (i.e. information
need), which can be also interpreted as a sequence of queries linked by influence, is
actually one search task. Thus, analyzing search tasks from user query streams is
equivalent to the identification of influence between queries.
We propose a probabilistic method for identifying and labeling search tasks that
rely on the following intuitive observations: influences exist between queries which
are both temporally close and semantically related. To capture the above intuitions,
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we directly model query temporal patterns using a special class of point process called
Hawkes processes, and combine topic model with Hawkes processes for simultaneous-
ly identifying and labeling search tasks. Essentially, Hawkes processes utilize their
self-exciting properties to identify search tasks if influence exists among a sequence
of queries for individual users, while the topic model exploits query co-occurrence
across different users to discover the latent information needed for labeling search
tasks. More importantly, there is mutual reinforcement between Hawkes processes
and the topic model in the unified model that enhances the performance of both. We
evaluate our method based on both synthetic data and real-world query log data. In
addition, we also consider application to query clustering and search task identifica-
tion. By comparing with state-of-the-art methods, the results demonstrate that the
improvement in our proposed approach is consistent and promising.
5.1 Problem Definition
Let us consider a typical scenario that M users issue M corresponding query se-
quences, and we mark the query sequence of user m as Tm = {tm,n, n = 1, . . . , Nm}.
We denote the word set of the n-th query by user m as Wm,n = {wm,n,1, . . . , wm,n,cm,n}.
Existing works generally identify search task by sequentially solve two subproblems:
1) using query’s textual information to cluster queries in observed query sequences,
and 2) using obtained clusters together with temporal information to partition query
sequences into search tasks. In this section, we show how these two subproblems
can be simultaneously addressed by combining Hawkes processes with the LDA mod-
el, and how temporal and textual information can be collaboratively combined to
address the above two subproblems. We also show how our model can be used to
automatically label search tasks along with search task identification.
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5.1.1 Query Co-occurrence and LDA
We choose to address the query clustering problem using graphical models like LDA
[41], which has been proven to be effective in topic discovery by clustering words
that co-occur in the same document into topics. Let us first introduce how to use
LDA to cluster queries based on their textual information only. One straightforward
idea is to treat each user’s query sequence as a document, and cluster queries that
co-occur in the same query sequence into topics, since queries issued by the same user
are generally more likely to share the same information need than queries issued by
different users. Since we focus on query co-occurrence instead of word co-occurrence,
we enforce that words in one query belong to the same topic. Our LDA model
assumes K topics lie in the given query sequences, and each user m is associated with
a randomly drawn vector πm, where πm,k denotes the probability that a query issued
by user m belongs to topic k. For the n-th query in the query sequence of user m, a
K-dimensional binary vector Ym,n = [ym,n,1, . . . , ym,n,K ]
T is used to denote the query’s
topic membership. One challenge we encounter in the inference of topic membership
Y is that, without temporal information of queries, it is difficult to judge whether
two non-contiguous co-occurred queries should belong to the same topic or not. A
pair of queries that co-occurs a lot may be completely unrelated if the temporal gap
between them is always large.
Since the co-occurrence of queries with large temporal gap is useless or harmful, we
make use of temporal information to decide which query co-occurrence should be taken
into account by LDA, i.e., how a document in LDA model is defined/constituted. One
simple way of utilizing temporal information is to define a document as consecutive
queries in a fixed time window (or time session), thus enable us to focus on temporally
close query co-occurrence. Temporally close queries that issued many times by the
same user or many other users are more likely to be semantically related to each
other, i.e., belong to the same search task. However, a time window based LDA
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model may suffer from the following drawbacks: 1) Usually no optimal solution exists
for cutting the entire query sequence into different time-sessions. If we allow different
time-sessions to overlap, redundant query co-occurrence will be taken into account;
otherwise, pairs of queries with very small temporal gap can be partitioned into
different tasks, which may cause information loss. 2) Using time windows will ignore
or misunderstand users’ own temporal patterns in searching.
To address the above drawbacks, we can weigh each query co-occurrence based on
how likely an influence exists between this pair of queries, i.e., the occurrence of one
query raises the probability that the other query will be issued in the near future.
That is to say, one document is a subsequence of queries linked through influence.
This influence, rather than time window, enables us to distinguish temporally close
query co-occurrence from temporally regular query co-occurrence for each user based
on his/her own frequency of query submission. To model such personal frequency
and influence, we utilize Hawkes processes, to capture the temporal information in
different query sequences.
5.1.2 Hawkes Process
As introduced in previous chapters, one powerful tool in statistics for modeling event
sequence data is the point process, which is widely used to describe data that are
localized at a finite set of time points {t1, . . . , tN}. Typically, in a point process, N(t)
counts the number of points (i.e., occurrences of events) in (−∞, t], and the condi-
tional intensity function λ(t|Ht) denotes the expected instantaneous rate of future
events at timestamp t depending on Ht, the history of events preceding t. For clarity,
hereafter we use ∗ to imply the dependence on Ht, i.e., λ(t|Ht) will be denoted λ∗(t).
The Hawkes process is a class of self- or mutually exciting point process models
[98]. A univariate Hawkes process {N(t)} is defined by its intensity function





where µ : R→ R+ is a deterministic base intensity, κ : R+ → R+ is a kernel function
expressing the postive influence of past events on the current value of the intensity
process. The process is well known for its self-exciting property, which refers to the
phenomenon that the occurrence of one event in the past increases the probability of
events happening in the future. Such self-exciting property can either exists between
every pair of events as assumed in a normal univariate Hawkes process, or only exists
between limited pair of events. For instance, any query but the last in a search task
can imply an increased probability of future queries issued in the same search task,
since the user’s information need in this search task hasn’t been satisfied. Meanwhile,
queries from different search tasks may rarely affect each other.
Since our definition of influence coincides with the self-exciting property of Hawkes
process, we propose to identify the influence among queries by building one separate
Hawkes process on each user’s query sequence. In the query sequence of user m, we
use Rm,n,n′ to denote whether influence exists between the n-th and n
′-th query. If
influence exists, we believe that the occurrence of n-th query has a time-decay effect
on increasing the intensity at the timestamp of the occurrence of the n′-th query.
Thus based on influence Rm, we model the query sequence issued by user m with a
univariate Hawkes process, whose intensity can be written as:




The baseline intensity µm captures how often user m issues a query spontaneously
1
(i.e., not triggered by any other queries), while βm models the degree of influence
between sequential queries issued by user m, and κ(t− tm,l)2 captures the time-decay
effect only.
1For simplicity, we assume this cascade-birth process is a homogeneous Possion process with
µm(t) = µm.
2Our work uses the exponential kernel in experiments, i.e., κ(∆t) = ωe−ω∆t if ∆t ≥ 0 or 0
otherwise. However, the model development and inference is independent of kernel choice and
extensions to other kernels such as power-law, Rayleigh, non-parametric kernels are straightforward.
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Influence R can be estimated together with µ and β by maximizing the likelihood
of the proposed Hawkes model on observed query sequence {Tm = {tm,n}}. The esti-
mation of R is actually to identify query-pairs that the occurrence of the later query
most likely violates the normal query-submission frequency, and gets triggered by the
earlier one. In other words, if influence exists between two queries, the correspond-
ing temporal gap can be significantly less than the average temporal gap of pairs of
queries in the same query sequence(issued by the same user). Since the definition of
influence suggests that queries linked by significant influence naturally form search
tasks, a thresholding of Rm,l,nβmκ(t−tm,l) with a small constant automatically results
in search task partition. The estimation of R consequently partitions observed query
sequences into search tasks.
5.1.3 LDA-Hawkes
Estimated by Hawkes processes, influence R captures the unique temporal pattern
of each user’s query sequence. We use R to weight the query co-occurrence, which
bridges the LDA model and Hawkes process through:
Rm,n,n′ = Y
T
m,n ∗ Ym,n′ , (9)
that is to say, influence exists between these two queries if and only if the two queries
share the same topic. Since queries in the same search task are linked by influence,
all queries in the same search task share the same topic, which labels this search task
as well.
Though our defined bridge between influence R and query-topic membership Y ,
the Hawkes process and the LDA model mutually benefit each other in identifying
and labeling search tasks. On one hand, provided influence among queries, we obtain
0-1 weighted query co-occurrence of each candidate query-pair in observed query
sequences, and generate topics accordingly. For instance, in Figure 10, although 8
pairs of queries (9 possible combinations with 8 unique query-pairs) co-occur in query
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Figure 10: A Toy Example of our LDA-Hawkes model. Blue line denotes the influence
among queries. Green dash line shows the label each query belongs to.
sequences, only the co-occurrences of query-pairs “bank of america”–“wells fargo”
and “Expedia”–“american airline” have positive weights. These weighted query co-
occurrences embed personal temporal information, thus are expect to lead to improved
topics compared with existing LDA-based methods [103, 245, 244] that used no weight
scheme or only uniform standard weight scheme.
On the other hand, the estimation of influence R based on temporal data {Tm}
only can be intractable, since the exploration of the whole space of R is known to
very costly (2
∑
mNm possible solutions). LDA-Hawkes further makes use of textual
data to limit the output space of R to the most probable subspace, since topics
learned by the LDA part in turn justify the influence existence between each pair
of queries. Two queries rarely co-occur can be clustered into different topics by the
LDA part, based on such query-topic membership no influence exists between these
two queries. For example, in the query sequence of user ub shown in Figure 10, the
temporal gap between query-pair “bank of america”–“wells fargo” is larger than the
temporal gap between query-pair “wells fargo”–“facebook”. However, the pair of
queries “bank of america”–“wells fargo” also co-occurs in the query sequence of user
ua, while “wells fargo”–“facebook” does not, which in turn emphasizes that influence
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should exist between “bank of america” and “wells fargo” rather than between “wells
fargo” and “facebook”. To sum up, combined through influence, Hawkes process and
LDA reciprocally contribute to the search task identification and labeling.
Finally, we present our generative model that combines Hawkes process and LDA
as follows:
• For each topic k, draw a V dimensional membership vector σk ∼ Dirichlet(α′).
• For each user m, draw a K dimensional membership vector πm ∼ Dirichlet(α).
• For the content of the n-th query issued by user m,
– Ym,n ∼ Multinomial(πm);
– For the i-th word in the n-th query issued by user m,
∗ wm,n,i ∼ Multinomial(Ym,n, σ);
• For the timestamp of the sequence of queries issued by user m,
– draw personal base intensity µm and degree of influence βm;
– derive Rm from {Ym,n} through Eqn (9);
– Nm(·) ∼ HawkesProcess(λm(·)), where the intensity λm is defined as in
Eqn (8).
Here V is the size of vocabulary. Note that in our LDA-Hawkes model, queries issued
by one user share the same topic distribution, while words in one query belong to
the same topic. The topic membership of the n-th query of user m, Ym,n, determines
not only the words the query owns, but also the timestamp of its occurrence through
Hawkes process λm(·).
Under our LDA-Hawkes model, the joint probability of data T = {Nm(·)} =
{{tm,n}Nmn=1}, W = {{Wm,n}Nmn=1} and latent variables {π1:M , Y } can be written as
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follows:
























Statistical inference of non-Markovian point process has attracted increasingly in-
terest recently. On the other hand, despite that a tremendous amount of works on
inference of topic models have been published, very few of them are proposed to solv-
ing topic model combined with point processes. In this section, we derive a mean-field
variational Bayesian inference algorithm for our proposed LDA-Hawkes model.
5.2.1 Learning of Influence Existence
We start our optimization process by the derivation of updating rules for latent vari-
ables π1:M , Y , σ. The most important latent variable is Y , based on which we directly
compute the R, which indicates the existence of influence among query submissions.
Under LDA-Hawkes model, given observations of both temporal information
T = {Nm(·)} = {{tm,n}Nmn=1} and textual information W = {{Wm,n}Nmn=1} of query
sequences, the log-likelihood for the complete data is given by logP (T,W |µ, β, α, α′).
Since this true posterior is hard to infer directly, we turn to variational methods [38],
whose main idea is to posit a distribution of the latent variables with free parameters,
and then fit those parameters such that the distribution is close to the true posterior
in Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. The variational distribution is supposed to be
simpler than the true posterior, thus enable us to approximately solve the original
optimization problem. In Figure 19, the lower part shows the variational distribution
that approximates the data likelihood. We choose to introduce a distribution of latent
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Figure 11: Graphical model representation of LDA-Hawkes and the variational dis-
tribution that approximates the likelihood. The upper figure shows the graphical
model representation of LDA-Hawkes, while the lower figure shows the variational
distribution that approximates the likelihood.
variables q that depend on a set of free parameters, and specify q as the mean-field
fully factorized family as follows:













where q1 is a Dirichlet, q2 is a multinomial, and {γ1:M ,Φ, ρ1:K} are the set of free
variational parameters that are optimized to tight the following lower bound L′ for
our likelihood:
log p(T,W |µ, β, α, α′) ≥Eq[log p(T,W, π1:M , Y, σ|α, α′, µ, β)]
− Eq[log q(π1:M , Y, σ1:K)]. (10)
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as the partial likelihood on temporal data assuming query-topic distribution is known,
where the second term reduces to
∑M












κ(s)ds, and we define function r(φm,l, φm,n)=
∑
k φm,l,kφm,n,k, which
can be viewed as the latent variable that approximates influence R. On the other
hand, to break down the expectation of the log-intensity Eq(log λ(tm,n)) involved in
the first term in Eqn (11), we apply Jensen’s inequality
Eq[log(λ(tm,n))] ≥ ηm,nn log(µm) +
n−1∑
l=1





where we introduce a set of branching variables {ηm}Mm=1. Note that each ηm is a n×n
lower-triangular matrix with n-th row ηm,n = [ηm,1n, . . . , ηm,nn]
T . The branching η
also satisfies the following conditions:
ηm,ln ≥ 0, ηm,nn +
n−1∑
l=1
r(φm,l, φm,n)ηm,ln = 1.
Under a coordinate descent framework, we optimizing the lower bound as in Eqn
(15) against each variational latent variables3 and the model hyper-parameters, in-
cluding both LDA hyper-parameters and Hawkes hyper-parameters. For variational
latent variables, we have
3Here we categorize branching variables η as variational latent variables.
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−βm(K(tm,n − tm,l)−K(tm,n−1 − tm,l))) ;
• update rules for γ’s as:




• update rules for ρ’s as:



















l=1 r(φm,l, φm,n)βmκ(tm,n − tm,l)
.
5.2.2 Learning of Infectivity
In the following, we come up with solutions for the learning of both LDA hyper-
parameters, which implies users’ general preference on topics, and Hawkes hyper-
parameters, which denotes the degree of infectivity of our learned influence. We use a
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variational expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [69] to compute the empirical
Bayes estimates of the LDA hyper-parameters α and α′ in our LDA-Hawkes model.
This variational EM algorithm optimize the lower bound as in Eqn (15) instead of
the real likelihood, it iteratively fits the variational distribution q to approximate the
posterior and maximizes the corresponding bound with respect to the parameters.
The latter M-step is equivalent to finding the MLE using expected sufficient statis-
tics under the variational distribution. We consider the maximization step for each
parameter in turn.
Notice that a closed form solution for the approximate maximum likelihood esti-
mate of α does not exist, we use a linear-time Newton-Raphson method, where the

































Similar update rules can be derived for α′.
In the following, we derive the maximum likelihood estimation of infectivity, i.e.,
Hawkes hyper-parameters of our LDA-Hawkes model. The Hawkes hyper-parameters
include the base intensity µ ∈ RM+ and the degree of influence β ∈ RM+ , where
R+ denotes the nonnegative real domain. Similar as the case of the LDA hyper-
parameters, the MLE for the Hawkes hyper-parameters are obtained by optimizing
the lower bound as in Eqn (15) upon the convergence of the variational inference,














Our variation inference algorithm, named LDA-Hawkes, is intuitively inter-
pretable. This algorithm has two loops. The inner loop 1) infers the label/topic
distribution γ in each user’s query sequence, based on both the topic prior and the
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topic assignment of each query; 2) infers the word distribution ρ in each topic, based
on both the word prior and the topic assignment of each word; 3) and clusters queries
accordingly. The query clustering process as in Eqn (12) assigns queries to different
topics based on not only the textual information of queries, but also the temporal
pattern underlying the corresponding query sequence. As marked in the formula,
the query-topic assignment of each query n is inferred by integrating four types of
evidences: (a) Users’ label/topic distribution; (b) Semantic clustering of queries; (c)
Past influence: how labels of queries in the past affect the label of the current query;
(d) Future influence: how the label of the current query affect labels of queries in
the future. The outer loop estimates our model’s hyper-parameters, both LDA pa-
rameters interpreted as topic/word priors and Hawkes parameters that capture the
temporal pattern of the query submission of each user.
In our mean-field variation inference algorithm, the computational cost of inferring
variational latent variables is O((
∑
mNm)∗K ∗ C̄), where C̄ is the average number of
words in a query. The computational cost of the estimation of LDA hyper-parameters





m), which can be further reduced to O(
∑
mNm) by controlling the number of
influence candidate for each query. Most queries has only limited number of influence
associated, since for each query, most of the rest queries are far from it, and there exist
many other queries in between. Thus the total computational cost of our algorithm
is O((
∑
mNm) ∗K ∗ C̄ + V ).
5.3 Experiments
We evaluated our LDA-Hawkes model on both synthetic and real-world data sets,
and compared the performance with the following:
• two alternative LDA-based probabilistic models:
Time-Window(TW): This model assumes queries belong to the same search
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task only if they lie in a fixed or flexible time window, and uses LDA to cluster
queries into topics based on the query co-occurrences within the same time
window. We tested time windows of various sizes.
Word-Related: This model assumes queries belongs to the same search task
only if they share at least one word, and uses LDA to cluster queries into topics
based on the co-occurrences of queries that sharing at least one word.
• two state-of-the-art query clustering approaches:
Session-Similarity[268]: This method evaluated query similarity based on
both query sessions and query content, and used those similarity scores for
query clustering.
GATE[12]: This is a Greedy Agglomerative Topic Extraction algorithm. It
extracted topics based on a pre-defined topic similarity function, which consid-
ered both semantic similarity and mission similarity. Here mission similarity
refers to the likelihood that two queries appear in the same mission, while mis-
sions are sequences of queries extracted from users’ query logs through a mission
detector.
• and three state-of-the-art search task identification approaches: Bestlink-
SVM [242]: This method identified search task using a semi-supervised clus-
tering model based on the latent structural SVM framework. A set of effective
automatic annotation rules were proposed as weak supervision to release the
burden of manual annotation.
QC-HTC/QC-WCC [164]: This series of methods viewed search task iden-
tification as the problem of best approximating the manually annotated tasks,
and proposed both clustering and heuristic algorithms to solve the problem.
QC-WCC conducted clustering by dropping query-pairs with low weights, while
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QC-HTC considered the similarity between the first and last queries of two clus-
ters in agglomerative clustering.
Reg-Classifier[117]: This method designed a diverse set of syntactic, tempo-
ral, query log and web search features, and used them in a logistic regression
model to detect search tasks.
5.3.1 Synthetic data
Data Generation. Given parameters (M,N,K, α, α′, µ, β), the synthetic data is
sampled according to the proposed generative model. We record the sampled values
of Y , and calculate the ground-truth influence R for evaluating the accuracy of our
prediction of influence among queries. Notice µ and β are both vectors of size M ,
where each element µm and βm is randomly generated in [0.5µ̂, 1.5µ̂] and [0.5β̂, 1.5β̂]
respectively before simulation. Vectors α and α′ are of size K and V respectively,
where each element αk and α
′
v is generated in [0.5α̂, 1.5α̂] and [0.5α̂
′, 1.5α̂′] respectively
before simulation.
Our synthetic data are simulated with two different settings:
• Small: M = 100, N = 120, K = 10, µ̂ = 0.01, β̂ = 0.5, α̂ = 0.1, α̂′ = 0.1.
Simulations were run 1,000 times using the pre-generated parameters µ, β;
• Large: M = 10,000, N = 10,000, K = 50, µ̂ = 0.01, β̂ = 0.5, α̂ = 0.1, α̂′ = 0.1.
Simulations were run 10 times.
To test the robustness of our method, we add two types of noise to the original
synthetic data:
Event Noisy: We generate additional 10% of total number of queries randomly in the
time window of each already sampled query sequence, and add them to the sequence;
Intensity Noisy: Instead of using λ(t) to simulate the query occurrence at time t,
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we use a noisy value λ′(t), which is obtained by adding Guassian noise on λ(t):
λ′(t) = max(0.1 ∗ e+ 1, 0) ∗ λ(t), e ∼ N (0, σ). (13)
The default value of σ is set to be 1.
Inference and Estimation. Table 5 evaluates both training likelihood, and the
accuracy of our proposed variational inference algorithm in parameter estimation
and latent variable inference on the synthetic data. We can find that, on the small
synthetic data, LDA-Hawkes can recover the Hawkes parameters µ and β very well,
which represent users’ personal temporal patterns of query submission. Meanwhile,
based on the inferred query-topic membership Ŷ , we predict the influence R̂ among
queries, and compare with the ground-truth influence R to evaluate the accuracy of











Results in Table 5 show that LDA-Hawkes can accurately predicts influence. We also
find an interesting phenomenon that the accuracy of our estimated Hawkes param-
eters and the accuracy of our predicted influence are highly correlated, since given
different predicted influence R̂, the optimal parameters µ and β that maximize the
likelihood of Hawkes processes on a query sequence can be very different. On the
large synthetic data, LDA-Hawkes’s performance on parameter estimation becomes
worse, while the accuracy of influence prediction also decreases. Due to the shapely
increased data size, the combination of textual and temporal information becomes
more complicated, which makes influence prediction more difficult, and further af-
fects the learning of users’ personal temporal patterns. On both noisy data set,
LDA-Hawkes’s performances in both inference and estimation become worse.
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| PrecR log likelihood
Small Synthetic 0.058 0.204 0.9175 -92.38
Small Event Noisy 0.083 0.317 0.8847 -95.02
Small Intensity Noisy 0.101 0.362 0.8675 -96.80
Large Synthetic 0.174 0.381 0.8573 -115.29
Large Event Noisy 0.202 0.413 0.8291 -119.38
Large Intensity Noisy 0.219 0.436 0.8107 -122.25
5.3.2 Real-world Data
We also conducted extensive experiments on two real-world data sets. The first data
set is adapted from the query log of AOL search engine [17]. The entire collection con-
sists of 19.4 million search queries from about 650,000 users over a 3-month period.
We cleaned the data by removing the duplicated queries which were submitted consec-
utively within 1 minute. We randomly selected a subset of users who submitted over
1,000 queries during this period, and collected their corresponding search activities,
including the anonymized user ID, query string, timestamp, the clicked URL. As a
result, we collected 1,786 users with 2.2 million queries, and their activities span from
18 days to 3 months. The second data set is collected from Yahoo search engine, from
Jan 2013 to September 2013. Similarly, we cleaned the data and randomly selected a
subset of users who submitted over 3,000 queries during this period. As a result, we
collected 1,475 users with 1.9 million queries, and their activities span from 54 days
to 9 months.
Model Fitness. Table 11 shows the log predictive likelihood on events falling in
the final 10% of the total time of query data. According to Table 11, LDA-Hawkes
fits both synthetic and real-world data better than TW and Word-Related. This
illustrates that a Hawkes process better utilizes the temporal information in bene-
fiting LDA’s learning of textual data than simply considering the co-occurrence of
queries within a time session or queries sharing at least one same word. The larger
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Table 6: Log Predictive Likelihood on Both Synthetic and Real-world Data
Model/Data set LDA-Hawkes TW(5 min) TW(1 week) Word-Related
Small Synthetic -110.32 -121.87 -168.40 -504.83
Small Event Noisy -122.83 -135.23 -184.50 -536.21
Small Intensity Noisy -127.36 -139.21 -192.23 -543.19
Large Synthetic -163.84 -177.48 -239.04 -846.14
Large Event Noisy -179.34 -193.05 -263.91 -880.04
Large Intensity Noisy -184.27 -198.30 -270.92 -889.36
AOL -153.12 -165.03 -221.32 -815.42
Yahoo -192.36 -217.32 -275.74 -896.17
time-window TW use, the worse its performance will be. Time-window based L-
DA models generally perform better than Word-Related. Word-Related performs the
worst, which illustrates using lexicon-similarity only is far from enough for grouping
semantically related queries. On both noisy data sets, the performance of all models
become worse. However, the decrease of the performance of LDA-Hawkes is small-
er than that of TW and Word-Related, which demonstrates the robustness of our
proposed model.
In addition, another experiment is conducted to study how well the proposed
model can fit the temporal data of query logs. Figure 12 shows the Q-Q plot of the
predictive query sequences based on Hawkes parameters inferred from AOL versus the
real query sequence in AOL. If the distribution of the timestamps of the predictive
query sequences and that of the real query sequence are similar, the points in the
Q-Q plot will approximately lie around the diagonal. If these two distributions are
linearly related, the points in the Q-Q plot will approximately lie on a line, but not
necessarily on the diagonal. From Figure 12, we can find that LDA-Hawkes fits the
temporal data of real-world query logs very well.
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Figure 12: Q-Q plot of the preditive query sequence simulated with inferred Hawkes
paramters versus the real query sequence.
5.3.3 Query Clustering
Along with search task identification, the proposed model simultaneously clusters
queries into topics, and automatically labels identified search tasks, thus the per-
formance of identifying and labeling search tasks mainly depends on how we cluster
query words into different topics. In this series of experiments, we evaluate the quality
of obtained query clusters/topics, which depends on their purity, or semantic coher-
ence. Since no ground truth about the correct composition of a topic is available, we











where Nk is the number of queries in topic k.
We evaluate the query similarity based on their categorical labels from the Open
Directory Project (ODP)4. The ODP , also known as DMOZ, is a human-edited
directory of more than 4 million URLs. These URLs belong to over 590,000 cate-
gories organized in a tree-structured taxonomy where more general topics are located
4http://www.dmoz.org/
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at higher levels. For instance, the URL {tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/amrc-
l/} belongs to Top/Arts/Animation/Anime/Clubs and Organizations,
{http://valleyofazure.tripod.com/} belongs to another directory
Top/Arts/Animation/Anime/Characters. Hence, to measure how related two
queries are, we can use a notion of similarity between the corresponding categories
provided by ODP. In particular, we measure the similarity between category Ci of
query qi and category Cj of query qj as the length of their longest common prefix
P (Ci, Cj) divided by the length of the longest path between Ci and Cj. More
precisely, we define this similarity as:
ODP Similarity
Sim(qi, qj) = |P (Ci, Cj)|/max(|Ci|, |Cj|),
where |C| denotes the length of a path. For instance, the similarity between the
two queries above is 3/5 since they share the path “Top/Arts/Animation” and the
longest one is made of five directories. We evaluate the similarity between two queries
by measuring the similarity between the most similar categories of the two queries,
among the top 5 answers provided by ODP.
Figure 13 compares the purity of topics detected by LDA-Hawkes, alternative
probabilistic models, and state-of-the-art query clustering approaches on AOL and
Yahoo data sets. We can find that LDA-Hawkes outperforms all compared approach-
es. It improves over the second best method by up to 10%. Gate and TW(5 min)
take the second place, both of them are slightly better than Session-Similarity
and TW(1 hr), which again demonstrates that a small time window better benefits
the LDA model in detecting semantically related queries. Word-Related performs
significantly worse than other methods, which shows that considering only the co-
occurrence of queries sharing words is very limited. Meanwhile, we find that compared




















































Figure 13: Query Clustering measured by Topic Purity. This metric relies on ODP
Similarity to evaluate the pairwise similarity between queries.
Yahoo data set, which implies that LDA-Hawkes works for various real-world query
logs. Notice that the absolute value of topic purity is not very high, since the ODP
categories are fine-grained, the categories of queries from the same search task are
very likely to be different, but share paths, i.e. have common prefix.
5.3.4 Search Task Identification
To justify the effectiveness of the proposed model in identifying search tasks in query
logs, we employ a commonly used AOL data subset5 with search tasks annotated,
and also recruit eight editors to annotate search tasks in a chosen subset from the
Yahoo data, which contains 100 users with around 50 queries per user. We measure
the performance by a widely used evaluation metric,
F1 score
F1 =
2 ∗ ppair ∗ rpair
ppair + rpair
,
where ppair denotes the percentage of query-pairs in our predicted search tasks that
also appear in the same ground-truth task, while rpair denotes the percentage of
query-pairs in the ground-truth tasks that also appear in the same predicted task.







































Figure 14: Performance Comparison of Search Task Identification measured by F1
Score.
state-of-the-art search task identification approaches by F1 score. Here among TW
models with various time-window size, we only include the ”5 min” sized Time-
Window in comparison, since it performs the best in both model fitness and query
clustering. From Figure 28, we find that LDA-Hawkes performs the best among
all compared approaches, and outperforms the second best approach by over 5%.
Furthermore, LDA-Hawkes outperforms baselines in terms of both accuracy and re-
call. TW and Word-Related perform the worst since their assumptions on query-
relationship within the same search task are too strong. Moreover, LDA-Hawkes’s ad-
vantage over Bestlink-SVM and Reg-Classifier illustrates that employing self-exciting
point processes like Hawkes to utilize the temporal information in query logs can
be a better choice than incorporating temporal information in features. The advan-
tage over QC-HTC and QC-WCC demonstrates that appropriate usage of temporal
information in query logs can even better reflect the semantic relationship between
queries, rather than exploiting it in some collaborative knowledge.
Case Study of Identified Search Tasks. In this part, we try to show a few
examples that LDA-Hawkes identify and label search tasks in Yahoo query log. From
Figure 15, we can find that both the word co-occurrence and temporal gap play a
important role in predicting influence among sequential queries. Although chances
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are very small that queries “aircract carrier” and “aircraft carrier” will co-occur, we
predict an influence between them, since they are temporally close. On the other
hand, query-pair “tibet” and “ryukyu islands”, and query-pair “aircraft carrier” and
“battleships us” are not consecutive, however, we predict that influence exist between
those pairs of queries, as they co-occur in quite a few number of users’ query sequences.
Thus we may conclude that the existence of influence demands both temporal and
sematic closeness. Queries linked by influence belong to the same search task since
the user’s information need is not satisfied by the former query, which makes the user
additionally issue the later semantically related query, whose occurrence violates that
user’s regular query submission frequency. The figure also shows that LDA-Hawkes is
able to assign the same label to different search tasks which are semantically related,
despite that the temporal gap between them are very long.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a novel probabilistic model to integrate the L-
DA model with Hawkes process for identifying and labeling search tasks. Basically,
Hawkes processes utilize its self-exciting property to identify search tasks if influence
exists among a sequence of queries for individual users, while the LDA model exploits
query co-occurrence across different users to discover the latent information needed
for labeling search tasks. By leveraging the temporally weighted query co-occurrence,
our model not only guarantees sound performance by making full use of both textual
and temporal information of the entire query sequences, but also enables the labeling
of the identified search tasks since semantically related queries are clustered togeth-
er through query links determined by co-occurrence. We have applied the proposed
LDA-Hawkes model to analyze search tasks on both AOL and Yahoo query logs,
and compare with several alternative approaches. Experimental results show that
the improvements of our proposed model are consistent, and our LDA-Hawkes model
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Figure 15: Case Study: Purple arrow line denotes the influence identified by the pro-
posed model, rounded rectangle denotes the identified search tasks, rectangle denotes
the labels our model assigns to search tasks.
achieves the best performance.
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CHAPTER VI
ANALYZING USER’S SEQUENTIAL BEHAVIOR IN
QUERY AUTO-COMPLETION VIA MARKOV
PROCESSES
In the behavioral data studied in previous chapters, the underlying influence generally
coincides with the self- & mutually exciting property that the occurrence of one event
raises the probability of the occurrence of events in the near future. On the other
hand, the influence in some behavioral data owns different properties, such as the
Markov property. In this chapter, we consider one typical behavior — users’ sequential
interactions with search engines in the procedure of query auto-completion. Query
auto-completion (QAC) plays an important role in assisting users typing less while
submitting a query. The QAC engine generally offers a list of suggested queries that
start with a user’s input as a prefix, and the list of suggestions is changed to match the
updated input after the user types each keystroke. Therefore rich user interactions
can be observed along with each keystroke until a user clicks a suggestion or types the
entire query manually. It becomes increasingly important to analyze and understand
users’ interactions with the QAC engine, to improve its performance. Existing works
on QAC either ignored users’ interaction data, or assumed that their interaction at
each keystroke is independent from others.
In this chapter, we pay high attention to users’ sequential interactions with a QAC
engine in and across QAC sessions, rather than users’ interactions at each keystroke
of each QAC session separately. Analyzing the dependencies in users’ sequential
interactions improves our understanding of the following three questions: 1) how is
a user’s skipping/viewing move at the current keystroke influenced by that at the
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previous keystroke? 2) how to improve search engines’ query suggestions at short
keystrokes based on those at latter long keystrokes? and 3) facing a targeted query
shown in the suggestion list, why does a user decide to continue typing rather than
click the intended suggestion? We propose a probabilistic model that addresses those
three questions in a unified way, and illustrate how the model determines users’ final
click decisions. A variational inference algorithm is designed for parameter estimation
of the proposed model. We evaluate our method based on real-world QAC logs. By
comparing with state-of-the-art methods, our proposed model does suggest queries
that better satisfy users’ intents.
6.1 Modeling User’s Sequential Behavior in Query Auto-
Completion
In this section, we first introduce the concept of high-resolution QAC log, and then
propose appropriate models to predict how likely a user will click a certain query at
a certain location in a QAC session.
6.1.1 A High-Resolution QAC Log
Traditionally, the search query log only includes the submitted query and its asso-
ciated search results, while it does not contain the sequential keystrokes (prefixes)
user typed in the search box, as well as their corresponding QAC suggestions. In
order to better analyze and understand real users’ behavior, a high-resolution QAC
log is introduced and analyzed in [156], which records users’ interactions with a QAC
engine at each keystroke and associated system respond in an entire QAC process.
For each submitted query, there is only one record in a traditional search query log.
However, in the high-resolution QAC log, each submitted query is associated with a
QAC session, which is defined to begin with the first keystroke a user typed in the
search box towards the final submitted query. The recorded information in each QAC
session includes each keystroke a user has entered, the timestamp of a keystroke, the
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Figure 16: A Toy Example of a QAC Session in High-resolution QAC logs. Yellow
tag highlights the query a user finally clicks, red tag highlights the user’s intended
query he/she doesn’t click. Black dot line represents the dependency between users’
skipping/viewing states captured by Markov process, and blue line denotes the influ-
ence of suggested query lists of latter keystrokes together with users’ final click choices
to the raise of the ranking of intended queries in the list of the current keystroke.
corresponding top 10 suggested queries to a prefix, the anonymous user ID, and the
final clicked query.
Let us take a toy example to briefly introduce how a user interacts with a QAC
engine and makes the final click in an entire QAC session. As shown in Figure 16, a
QAC session contains S keystrokes and each keystroke has a suggested query list of
length D.1 A QAC session ends at the keystroke where the user clicks a query in the
suggested query list, or when the prefix at that keystroke is exactly the query the user
enters into the search engine. Among the S×D slots in each QAC session, where each
slot qij is indexed by the i-th keystroke and the j-th position in the associated list,
a user clicks at most one of them, although the user intended query may appear in
many slots. Since users’ clicked queries are usually their intended queries, appropriate
modeling of users’ click actions can be a good solution of the QAC problem. The
ideal QAC engine should be able to rank the user intended query higher with less
1We experiment with real-world QAC logs where D = 10.
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keystrokes or short prefixes. In this work, we leverage such a QAC log data to get
better understanding of user sequential behavior in the QAC process.
6.1.2 Assumptions on QAC User Behavior
We view the QAC problem, which predicts a user’s intended query, as the problem
of predicting the query the user will click. Unlike existing works on query auto-
completion, which paid no attention to those non-clicked suggested queries at the
keystrokes before users’ make clicks, or failed to straightforwardly analyze and reveal
the difference between click cases and non-click cases, we propose a model which
predicts the most likely slot a user will click in each QAC session by capturing the
relationship between users’ behaviors at different keystrokes.
To predict how likely a user will click a certain slot, there are mainly three issues
we need to solve:
• Whether the user has viewed the slot;
• Whether the query shown on the slot satisfies the user’s intent; and
• Whether the user is willing to click the slot.
We use Figure 17 to illustrate how the above three issues together determine users’
click choices among all potential slots. Figure 17 shows a QAC session which contains
S(=4) columns/keystrokes, and each keystroke contains D(=4) positions, thus makes
a total number of 16 potential slots to click. Among those 16 potential slots, the
queries in 12 of them do not satisfy the user’s intent, thus the user will not click it
anyway. On the other hand, the user’s intended query appears in the other four slots,
where each keystroke contains one appearance. The user viewed the suggested query
lists at both the first and second keystrokes, however, the intended query is ranked
at a relatively low position, which the user failed to pay attention to, or thought this
position costs him/her too much effort to click, thus he/she didn’t click it. At the
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third keystroke, although the intended query is ranked at the top position, the user
didn’t view this suggestion, thus he/she missed the information and failed to click.
Finally, at the last keystroke, the user viewed it, and found his/her intended queries
lie at the top position, then he/she clicked that query.
6.1.3 Modeling Clicks in Query Auto-Completion
In the following, we show how to better address the above issues by taking the re-
lationship between users’ behaviors at different keystrokes into account. We also
introduce some analysis conducted on the real-world high-resolution QAC log, to
show why our proposed ideas are reasonable.
Skipping or viewing a keystroke? Existing works [32, 27] mostly failed to
address the first (and the third) issue since they lack the information of users’ inter-
actions with a QAC engine before making a click, i.e., the high-resolution QAC log.
Generally, it is assumed that a user makes a decision to either viewing or skipping at
each keystroke, which depends only upon the user’s interaction with the QAC engine
at that keystroke. Based on its definition that ”skipping behavior happens when the
final clicked query is ranked within top 3 in the suggestion list of any of the prefixes
except the final prefix”, we count the sequential appearance of skipping and viewing
states statistically on a real-world high-resolution QAC log collected from a commer-
cial search engine, and find that 78.4% of the states are followed the same type of
states. Thus the transitions between skipping and viewing states are not random, and
the error of inferring state type based only upon user behavior at that keystroke can
be significant. Thus, our work, on the other hand, assumes that the user’s decision
will also be influenced by his/her decision at the previous keystroke besides his/her
interaction. As shown in Figure 16, we use a hidden Markov model to capture such
influence, and take viewing and skipping as K = 2 states. We assume that T state
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transition rules exists in the observed QAC logs, where each rule is actually a prob-
ability matrix corresponding to a certain type of viewing/skipping behavior. Users’
interactions with the QAC engine, such as typing speed and reaching word boundary,
at the current keystroke influence their choice of transition rules at this keystroke.
For instance, for a fast typing user, the probability of transition from skipping to
skipping can be very small. When a user reaches a word boundary, he is very like-
ly to follow the transition rule where the probability of transition from skipping to
viewing is significant. Assuming T user interaction patterns lie in the entire QAC log,
and each user interaction pattern corresponds to one state transition rule. Then at
each keystroke, we analyze a user’s interaction with the QAC engine and find which
interaction pattern it belongs to, then choose accordingly the corresponding move
transition patterns. Since at each keystroke, typing speed, word
How to capture users’ intent? We adopt logistic regression (LR) to model how
likely a query satisfies a user’s intent under the current prefix. Existing works [156]
already demonstrated a set of relevance features, which characterize the relevance
between a certain prefix-query pair, to be effective in predicting the user’s intent given
certain prefixes. However, we find those features not enough due to two drawbacks:
1) those features mainly reflect the general interest of majority of users, and care little
about users’ personal history and preference; and 2) those features rarely imply the
relationship between different prefixes, which makes them difficult to utilize users’
preference of queries in the suggested lists of other keystrokes to improve the ranking
at the current keystroke. As shown in Figure 16, a user’s intended query, should get
a higher rank at previous keystrokes where this query appears, despite that it is not
clicked at that time. Actually, the real-world QAC log shows that 29.4% of users’
submitted queries (this number counts redundant appearances) have been submitted
more than 3 times by a user, while among those queries, only 18.4% of them has
been submitted multiple times by more than 25% of users, i.e. different users favor
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Figure 17: How Users Choose to Click Suggested Queries.
different query sets. Thus, besides existing features, we also employ a set of user-
specific relevance features, which are designed to capture users’ personal preference
of queries and their corresponding relationship with keystrokes.
We summarize these search behavior features in Table 7. Our features generally
originate from statistical counting of users’ interactions with the QAC engine in their
own historical sessions. For each user, given a certain query, we measure the num-
ber of times the same query has been clicked by that user in the past (denoted as
Query Clicks). For users who have some queries daily issued, such as ”facebook” or
”youtube”, this feature is capable of predicting his intent at the first few keystrokes.
We also measure the average length of queries the user has clicked in the past (denoted
as Query Length), the average number of words in queries that a user clicked (denoted
as Query Word Number). In addition, we define the ratio between the length of a
prefix and that of a query as Prefix/Query Length Ratio (PQLR), and calculate the
distribution of the associated PQLR of queries the user clicked in the past. For each
new coming query, we estimate the percentage of the appearance of the associated
PQLR in the user’s history (denoted as Prefix/Query Ratio).
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Table 7: User-Specific Relevance Features
Feature x Description




The average number of words
in queries that a user clicked.
Query Clicks The number of clicks a user
makes on the current query.
Prefix/Query
Ratio
The percentage of the appear-
ance of PQLR of the current
prefix-query pair in the histo-
ry.
Clicking a position or continue typing? In addressing the third issue, we find
it very necessary to take a user’s tendency of viewing and clicking a certain position
or continuing typing into consideration. On the real-world QAC log, we find that
when a user’s intended query (the click this user finally clicks in a QAC session) is
ranked within the top 2 positions, 37.6% of them will be clicked by users. On the
other hand, if this intended query is ranked out of the top 2 positions, only 13.4% of
them will be clicked by users. Furthermore, such tendencies can be very different for
different groups of users. For PC users, 42.9% of intended queries will be clicked if
they are ranked within the top 2 positions, otherwise, 23.0% of them will be clicked.
While for mobile users, 35.1% of intended queries will be clicked if they are ranked
within the top 2 positions, otherwise, 11.7% of them will be clicked. Here we can
clearly find that on mobile, users’ are more likely make clicks when their intended
queries appear on the suggestion lists, even if they are ranked at low positions, while
PC users prefer typing, since typing on PC is much more convenient than on mobile.
We use a D-dimensional Dirichlet prior to learn the relative cost ratio of viewing
and clicking a certain position against typing. Such a prior allows each user to have
distinguished position bias in the preference of viewing and clicking than typing. Users
who prefer clicking than typing will have a higher average clicking/typing cost ratio
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(CTCR) than users who prefer typing than clicking. The gaps of CTCR between high
position and low position of users’ who rarely click suggested queries in low positions
are generally larger than those of users who tend to click their intended queries the
first time they are suggested no matter how lower their positions are.
Let us consider a typical scenario where M users issue M corresponding query
sequences, where for each user m, the QAC log records Nm QAC sessions. The n-th
QAC session of user m contains Sm,n keystrokes, where each keystroke contains D
suggested queries. In total, each QAC session has S ×D potential slots where a user
can click, and we use zm,n,s,d = 1 to denote that a user clicks the slot ranked d at the
s-th keystroke, and zm,n,s,d = 0 otherwise. We also use xm,n,s,d to denote the relevance
feature of a prefix-query pair, where the prefix is at the s-th keystroke and the query
is ranked d at that keystroke. Then given the weights ω of those relevance features,
we can derive the relevance score of each suggestion as ωxm,n,s,d. In addition, we
denote x′m,n,s as a user’s interaction with the QAC engine at the s-th keystroke.
Based on our proposed solution of the listed three issues and above definition,
finally, we present our generative model as follows:
• For each user m, draw a D dimensional membership vector βm ∼ Dirichlet(α).
• For each move transition pattern t, draw a move transition matrix δt ∼
Dirichlet(α′), where each pattern is associated with a user interaction pattern
ω′t.
• For the n-th query issued by user m, and for the prefix at step s,
– Draw the user’s move transition pattern membership πm,n,s ∼
Multinomial(θ), where θ is the prior distribution of move transition pattern
membership.
– Draw the user’s interaction with QAC engine through x′m,n,s ∼
Gaussian(ω′πm,n,s , σ).
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Figure 18: RBCM Flowchart.
– Draw the user’s next move, which is either type or view, Ym,n,s ∼
Multinomial(δπm,n,s−1,Ym,n,s−1). If we have Ym,n,s = 1, continue to type;
otherwise, stop and view the results.
– For each position d in the suggestion list of the current prefix, draw the us-
er’s clicked suggestion through zm,n,s,d ∼ Multinomial(LR(βm,dωxm,n,s,d)).
If we have zm,n,s,d = 1, select the suggestion in position d to click, then
go to the n + 1-th query; otherwise, continue to type, i.e., go to the next
prefix.
Notice that the proposed model is a combination of three parts that address the
listed issues respectively. We name this probabilistic model as relationship-based click
model (RBCM). To better illustrate the generative process of the proposed RBCM
model, we show the flowchart of user behaviors in Figure 18.
Under our RBCM model, the joint probability of data Z = {{zm,n}Nmn=1}, X =
{{xm,n}Nmn=1}, X ′ = {{x′m,n}Nmn=1} and latent variables {β1:M , π, Y } can be written as
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follows:




















Despite that a tremendous amount of work on inference of topic models have been
published, none of them are designed to address topic model combined with point pro-
cesses. In this section, we derive a mean-field variational Bayesian inference algorithm
for our proposed RBCM model.
6.2.1 Variational Inference
Under the RBCM model, given observations of both click information Z = {Zm} ={
{zm,n}Nmn=1
}
, the relevance features X, and user interaction features X ′, the log-
likelihood for the complete data is given by logP (Z,X,X ′|α, α′, ω, ω′). Since this true
posterior is hard to infer directly, we turn to variational methods [38], whose main
idea is to posit a distribution over the latent variables with variational parameters,
and find the settings of the parameters so as to make the distribution close to the true
posterior in Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. In Figure 19, the lower part shows the
variational distribution that approximates the data likelihood. We choose to introduce
a distribution of latent variables q specified as the mean-field fully factorized family
as follows:













Figure 19: Graphical model representation of RBCM and the variational distri-
bution that approximates the likelihood. The left box shows the graphical model
representation of RBCM, while the right boxes show the variational distribution that
approximates the likelihood.
where q1 is a multinomial, q2 is a Dirichlet, and {ρ, φ, γ1:M} are the set of variational
parameters. We optimize those free parameters to tight the following lower bound L′
for our likelihood:
log p(Z,X,X ′|α, α′, ω, ω′, θ) ≥Eq [log p(Z,X,X ′, β, Y, π|α, α′, ω, ω′, θ)]
− Eq [log q(Y, π, β|ρ, φ, γ1:M)] . (14)
Under a coordinate descent framework, we optimize the lower bound as in Eqn
(15) against each variational latent variable and the model hyper-parameter. For
variational latent variables, we have the following process
• update rules for γ’s as:





log (1 + exp (zm,n,s,dωmxm,n,s,d)) ;
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We use a variational expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [69] to compute the
empirical Bayes estimates of the topic model hyper-parameters α and α′ in our RBCM
model. This variational EM algorithm optimizes the lower bound as in Eqn (15)
instead of the real likelihood, and iteratively approximates the posterior by fitting
the variational distribution q and optimizes the corresponding bound against the
parameters.
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In updating α, we use a Newton-Raphson method, since the approximate max-
imum likelihood estimate of α doesn’t have a closed form solution. The Newton-
































Similar update rules can be derived for α′.
On the other hand, to obtain the approximate maximum likelihood estimation of
ω, we employ the stochastic gradient descent to update ω in each interaction based
on the observed click data z, relevance features x, and the inferred latent variables
ρ and γ. On the other hand, the approximate maximum likelihood estimation of ω′















Our variation inference algorithm, named RBCM, can be interpreted intuitively
in the following way. The CTCR distribution γ of each user is determined by both
the topic prior and the accuracy that the learned weights of relevance features pre-
dict users’ intended queries. Users’ viewing/skipping states ρ at each keystroke is
determined by the influence from users’ states at the previous keystroke and that
from users’ states at the next keystroke. The state transition at each keystroke is
determined by the transition prior, users’ interaction patterns at that keystroke, and
users’ states at that keystroke and the keystroke before that. The probability of the
interaction of a user m at the s-th keystroke in the n-th QAC session belonging to
interaction pattern k is jointly determined by the state transition between the current
and the next keystroke and the users’ interaction at the current keystroke.
In our mean-field variation inference algorithm, the computational cost of the
inference of variational variables is O(N ∗ S̄ ∗ T + M ∗ D), where S̄ is the average
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number of keystrokes in a QAC session, and N =
∑
mNm is the total number of
QAC sessions in the entire high-resolution QAC log. The computational cost of the
estimation of topic model hyper-parameters is O(M ∗D). The computational cost of
the estimation of weights of relevance features is O(N ∗ S̄ ∗D), while the cost of the
estimation of user interaction patterns is O(N ∗ S̄ ∗T ). Thus the total computational
cost of our algorithm is O(N ∗ S̄ ∗ (T +D)). Since T and D are both small constants,
we can view the computational cost as linear in the total number of keystrokes in all
sessions in the QAC log.
6.3 Experiments
We evaluated our RBCM model on real-world data sets, and compared the perfor-
mance with the following baselines: three alternative probabilistic models that only
use two parts of the proposed model and four state-of-the-art QAC algorithms:
Alternative-A: This model does not use the hidden Markov model to capture the
state transition of skipping/viewing moves. The state of skipping/viewing is deter-
mined by users’ interactions with the QAC engine only.
Alternative-B: This model avoids using user-dependent features in the logistic re-
gression part to capture users’ real preference of suggested queries. It only utilizes
user-independent features in the logistic regression part.
Alternative-C: This model avoids using a Dirichlet prior to model users’ CTCR.
Instead, it assumes users have no preference in clicking different positions as well as
typing, i.e., the probabilities of clicking any positions and typing are all equal, and
user’s clicked suggestion is drawn via zm,n,s,d ∼ Multinomial(LR(ωxm,n,s,d)).
MPC [27, 217]: This method, named MostPopularCompletion, is a widely used
baseline in Query Auto-Completion, and employed as one main feature in many QAC
engines.
UBM [78]: This User Browsing Model proposes a number of assumptions on user
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Table 8: Log Predictive Likelihood on Real-world Data
Model/Data set Platform RBCM Alter-A Alter-B Alter-C TDCM
LargeQAC PC -185.37 -192.83 -189.43 -191.84 -208.65
LargeQAC Mobile -177.95 -187.64 -184.91 -185.50 -195.04
SmallQAC PC -206.32 -218.14 -214.98 -216.69 -234.83
browsing behavior that allows the estimation of the probability of observing a docu-
ment. It depends on statistical counting of prefix-query pairs, thus unable to predict
unseen prefix-query pairs.
BSS [96]: This Bayesian Sequential State model uses a probabilistic graphical model
to characterize the document content and dependencies among the sequential click
events within a query with a set of descriptive features. This is a content-aware model
which is able to predict unobserved prefix-query pairs.
TDCM [156]: This is a two-dimensional click model which emphasize two kinds of
user behaviors. It consists of a horizontal model which explains the skipping behavior,
and a vertical model that depicts the vertical examination behavior.
6.3.1 Real-world Data
We conducted extensive experiments on two real-world QAC logs collected from a
commercial search engine. The first data set, which we name LargeQAC, contains
QAC logs from May 2014 to July 2014. The collection consists of a sample of 7.4
million QAC sessions from about 40,000 users over a 3-month period. We randomly
selected a subset of users who submitted over 500 QAC sessions during this period,
and collected their corresponding search activities, including the anonymized user
ID, query string, timestamp, and the clicked URL. As a result, we collected 3,954
users with 2.6 million queries, and their activities span from 22 days to 3 months.
According to the platform each QAC session belongs to, we separate the entire data
set into two subsets. One is PC, which contains 1.6 million QAC sessions, while the
other is mobile phones, which contains 1.0 million QAC sessions.
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The second data set is also collected from a commercial search engine. We name
this data SmallQAC to distinguish it from the previous one. This data set is con-
stituted of random sampled high-resolution QAC logs dating from Nov 2013 to Jan
2014. The log contains 125 thousand QAC sessions from PCs. Since existing QAC
algorithms utilizing high-resolution QAC logs have already shown rich results on the
QAC log, we utilize both data sets to evaluate our proposed model and compare with
the state-of-the-art methods in the following section.
6.3.2 Model Fitness.
This section evaluates the fitness of our proposed model on real-world data, and com-
pares our model with probabilistic model based methods. We split the data based on
the time information: the QAC sessions occurred in the first 90% of the time period
are used as the training data, while the remaining 10% used as the test data. Table
11 shows the log predictive likelihood on sessions falling in the final 10% of the total
time of QAC log data. According to Table 11, RBCM fits the real-world data better
than the three alternative probabilistic models and TDCM. This illustrates that in
the proposed RBCM model, all three parts play an important role in capturing the
relationship between users’ behaviors at different keystrokes. Alter-A performs the
worst among all three alternative probabilistic models, which shows the importance of
using the Markov process to model the state transition between skipping and viewing.
Alter-B performs the best among three alternative probabilistic models, which shows
that user-specific features do not fully utilize the relationship between users’ behav-
iors. The reason may be that, even when the relevance features and their associated
weights fail to reflect users’ real preference of suggested queries, the other two parts
of the proposed model can reduce the harm of those mispredictions by inferring rea-
sonable skipping/viewing states and user-specific CTCR. TDCM performs the worst,
since it fails to utilize the relationship between users’ behaviors from any aspects.
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6.3.3 Query Auto-Completion.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model in suggesting users intended
queries in each QAC session, we compare the proposed model with both alternative
probabilistic models and state-of-the-art QAC algorithms. We employ the Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) as the relevance measurement, which is a widely used









where Q is the set of queries a user finally submitted, and rankq denotes the rank of
the query q in the suggested query list.
Notice that among the suggested query lists of all keystrokes, those lists that do not
contain users’ finally submitted queries are removed from our experimental analysis.
Since our experiments are conducted on high-resolution QAC data, we report both
the average MRR score of all keystrokes, and the average MRR of the last keystroke
only, since this is the keystroke where the users’ click occurs. Notice that existing
works which didn’t make use of high-resolution QAC logs usually used the MRR of
the last keystroke to measure their performance. In the following experiments, the
whole dataset is divided evenly into a training set and a test set for different settings.
Figure 20 compares the proposed model with alternative probabilistic models and
state-of-the-art QAC algorithms by MRR. We can observe that RBCM performs the
best among all compared approaches, and outperforms existing QAC algorithms by
over 6%, for all the data sets and different settings. In addition, the three alternative
probabilistic models generally performs better than existing QAC algorithms. Such
phenomenon demonstrates the effectiveness of making use of the relationship between
users’ interactions in different keystrokes in solving the QAC task. Essentially, appro-




























































































(d) SmallQAC (last keystroke)
Figure 20: Performance Comparison of QAC Methods.
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than those alternative baselines. Besides our proposed model and its alternatives, T-
DCM performs better than the rest of existing QAC algorithms, which we attribute
to the usage of high resolution QAC logs. BBS outperforms UBM since it adopts the
content-aware relevance model. MPC performs the worse, since it pays little atten-
tion to users’ behaviors in QAC logs. By comparing with the performance using all
the keystrokes and last keystroke only, we find that the advantages of the proposed
model are ever more significant when measured by MRR@All. It indicates that the
proposed model can recommend user intended queries higher with less keystrokes.
6.3.4 State Transition of Skipping/Viewing.
Based on the state transition matrices and the corresponding user interaction patterns
that learned by the proposed RBCM model from real world QAC logs, we provide
a detailed analysis on the difference of transition rules between skipping/viewing
and the associated user interaction patterns. Among all learned state transition
rules, we pick two of them which differ the most in probability. Figure 21 shows
the state transition rules and their corresponding user interaction patterns, where
each block is the transition probability from previous state (vertical) to next state
(horizontal). Intuitively, we find Figure 21(a) represents skipping users, i.e., users
who prefer skipping than viewing, as these users have a much higher probability to
skip at the current keystroke no matter the previous state is skipping or viewing, while
Figure 21(b) represents viewing users, i.e., users who prefer viewing than skipping,
because these users are more likely to switch to the viewing state from previous
skipping or viewing status. Notice that skipping and viewing users only refer to the
tendency of users’ at each keystroke. A user who always skips suggested query lists
will behave like skipping user consistently, while a user who has no habit in querying
may alternatively switch between skipping and viewing users from time to time.
From Figure 21, we find that no matter what the state of the current keystroke is,
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Figure 21: State Transition of Skipping/Viewing.
skipping users are more likely to skip the suggested query list of next keystroke than
viewing users. On the contrary, viewing users are more likely to view the suggested
query list of next keystroke than skipping users under all circumstances. We also find
that no matter which type a user belongs to, if he/she already viewed the suggested
query list of the current keystroke, he/she will be more likely to skip the next keystroke
than that under the situation where he/she skipped the current keystroke. Moreover,
the corresponding user interaction patterns of different state transition rules appear
quite different. Skipping users generally have faster typing speed, and come across
less word boundaries, and enter more navigational queries.
6.3.5 Users’ Real Preference of Suggested Queries
. We use this series of experiments to discuss how our designed user-specific features
enable the proposed model to understand users’ real preference of suggested queries.
We compare the proposed model with Alter-B on the QAC task measured by MRR,
so as to illustrate the importance of using user-specific features. From Figure 22, we
find that the proposed model performs better than Alter-B in recommending users’






































(b) LargeQAC (last keystroke)
Figure 22: Comparison of RBCM with Alter-B.
those designed user-specific features in Figure 23. From here, we can find that the
history of queries that a user clicked plays a very important role in predicting the
future queries he/she will click, especially when certain prefixes are given. Meanwhile,
the length of the queries a user used to click is a significant signal for learning users’
real preference of queries in the suggested query lists. The reason can be that such
a signal implies users’ clicking habit from some aspects. A skipping user who always
clicks long queries will probably ignore his/her intended queries shown to him/her,
before he/she enters enough number of keystrokes. Under such situation, the signal
of query length will be capable of capturing users’ real preference at keystrokes with
short prefixes, which enable the proposed model to rank the intended queries at
higher positions than those shorter queries. On the other hand, when a user has no
preference in clicking long queries, this signal will not take effect, and the proposed
model will recommend popular queries according to the frequency of the occurrence
of prefix-query pairs. Such suggested queries are usually not that much longer than
the given prefixes.
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Figure 23: Weights of Relevance Features Learned by RBCM. Indices of selected user-
specific relevance features: 1-Query Clicks, 2-Query Length, 3-Prefix/Query Ratio,
4-Query Word Number. The values of weights are scaled to the range of [0, 1] to
clarify the comparison of relative importance of different features.
6.3.6 User-specific Cost Between Position Clicking and Typing
. Based on the latent variable γ learned by the proposed model, we analyze the
specific cost balance between position clicking and typing of different users. We
select two subsets of users: one named typing user, which is formed by the top 20%
users with the highest average click positions, and another, clicking user, is formed
by the bottom 20% users with the lowest average click positions. We calculate the
averaged CTCR of both two subsets of users, separately, and plot the results in Figure
24. From here, we find that the learned CTCR γ of typing users and clicking users
have very different distributions. Although users from both subsets are most likely
to click the top query of a suggested query list, clicking users also occasionally clicks
queries located at the middle positions of a suggested query list, while typing users
rarely click those positions.
Furthermore, we try to distinguish the difference between typing user&clicking
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Figure 24: User-Specific Clicking/Typing Cost Ratio.
Table 9: Overlap between typing user -skipping user pair and clicking user -viewing
user pair
Overlap Percentage
typing user∩skipping user 34.2%
clicking user∩viewing user 22.7%
user and viewing user&skipping user. We select the top 20% users with the largest
percentage of viewing states , and the bottom 20% users with the smallest percentage
of skipping states. We compared the selected subsets of typing users with skipping
users, and the selected subset of clicking users with viewing users. Table 9 shows
the overlaps of the two pairs of compared subsets. According to Table 9, we find
that there exists overlap between typing users and skipping users, clicking users and
viewing users. For users sharing the same tendency of skipping/viewing state choices,
the difference of users in choosing clicking and typing becomes smaller. Skipping and
typing are two reasons that a user does not click his/her intended query when it
appears. Skipping users are more likely to click upper position queries, but this is
not always true. A user who owns a high typing speed may not only prefer skipping
than viewing but also prefers typing than clicking. However, he/she may also click
the intended query the first time he/she views it.
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6.3.7 Case Study of Query Auto-Completion.
Now we show a few examples that illustrate how RBCM recommends users better
intended queries by capturing the relationship between users’ behaviors at different
keystrokes. Figure 25 shows a QAC session where user finally submit ”star wars”,
which is the user’s intended query in this session. From Figure 25, we can find that the
proposed model generally ranks users’ intended queries higher than TDCM, especially
at keystrokes with shorter prefixes. For example, with the prefix ’st’, RBCM ranks
the intended query at the position 3 while TDCM ranks it at the position 10. The
reason is that the proposed model utilize the user’s preference of the clicked queries at
the last keystroke to improve its ranking at the previous keystrokes by modeling the
relationship between users’ behaviors at different keystrokes. Our designed relevance
features show that the query ”star wars” has been issued many times by this user.
Thus, although for the entire user collection, the generally frequencies of the appear-
ances of ”star wars” are relatively low given short prefix, such as ”st” or ”sta”, the
proposed model ranks this query at the higher position for the specific user than other
users which rarely search ”star wars”. We also notice that queries of similar intent,
such as ”star wars the old republic” and ”star wars episode 7” are also ranked higher
by our proposed model than by TDCM, which emphasizes that our model can better
capture users’ personal interests. Actually, through the analysis of the historical log
of this particular user, we can find that he/she is a science fiction fan, which explains
why our model also ranks ”star trek” higher than TDCM. Thus we can conclude that
appropriate modeling of such relationships is critical for predicting users’ intended
queries by typing less keystrokes.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a probabilistic model to solve the query auto-
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Figure 25: Case Study: The position of list queries from top to down shows the
ranking of suggested queries predicted by TDCM, while the number tagged with
# behind each query show its ranking given by the proposed model. The yellow
box highlights the user’s intended query, and the green box highlights queries satisfy
similar user intent. Notice that ”—” is the cursor.
different keystrokes in high resolution QAC logs. The proposed model integrates
three parts, each addressing a single aspect of the above relationship, and illustrates
how the three parts together determines users’ final click decisions. We have applied
the proposed model to predict users’ intended queries on real world high-resolution
QAC logs collected from a commercial search engine, and compare it with several
alternative approaches. Experimental results show that the improvements of our
proposed model are consistent, and our model achieves the best performance.
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CHAPTER VII
EXPLORING THE MUTUAL INFLUENCE BETWEEN
QAC AND CLICK BEHAVIORS FOR
CONTEXTUAL-AWARE WEB SEARCH AND QUERY
SUGGESTION
Previous chapters addressed several issues in the modeling of influence in one single
type of behavioral data. In real world scenarios, influence can also exist between
different types of behaviors that are related in some way. Modeling such mutual
influence can be very necessary due to two reasons: 1) it enables the usage of two
types of data to solve the applications on each single type; 2) such mutual influence
can be more straightforward than the influence between the behaviors of a single type.
For instance, search engine users’ behaviors in submitting a query is usually followed
by their behaviors on clicking the returned documents of the issued query, instead
of their behaviors in submitting the next query. Thus the influence between users’
submission of those two queries is not straightforward, as users’ clicking behaviors on
the first query may alter their motivations in submitting the next one. In this chapter,
we consider the modeling of mutual influence between the behaviors of search engine
users in query auto-completion and those in clicking the returned web documents of
users’ issued queries. We view each type of behavioral data as the context of the
other type, and explore how such context influences the modeling of both QAC and
click behaviors.
Contextual data plays an important role in modeling search engine users’ behaviors
on both query auto-completion (QAC) logs and normal query (click) logs. User’s
recent history on each log has been widely used individually as the context to benefit
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the modeling of users’ behaviors on that log. However, no existing work has explored
and incorporated both logs together for extracting contextual data. As QAC logs
and click logs actually record users’ sequential behaviors in query submission, the
available context of a user’s current behavior on one type of log can also benefit from
the users’ recent history on the other type of log.
In this chapter, we propose to model user behavior on both QAC logs and click logs
simultaneously by using QAC logs and click logs as the contextual data of each other.
The key idea is to capture the correlation between users’ behavior patterns on QAC
logs and users’ behaviors patterns on click logs. We model such correlation through
a novel probabilistic model based on LDA. The learned users’ behavior patterns on
both QAC logs and click logs are utilized to address the application of query auto-
completion on QAC logs, and the prediction of clicks of web documents on click logs.
Experiments on real-world logs collected from Yahoo demonstrate the performance
improvement on both applications over state-of-the-art approaches using a single type
of log alone.
7.1 Contextual-Aware Web Search and Query Suggestion
In this section, we first analyze the relationship between QAC log and click log in
describing users’ sequential interactions with a search engine. Then, we come up with
methods for modeling users’ behaviors on both logs simultaneously by using QAC log
and click log as the contextual data for each other.
7.1.1 Relationship between QAC Log and Click Log
As mentioned in the previous chapter, unlike previous QAC logs, high definition QAC
logs record users’ detailed interactions with QAC engines in the procedure of query
submission, which provides rich resource for studying users’ instantaneous status,
inclination, and interests in searching. Thus those logs can provide detailed forecast
for users’ following behaviors on clicking returned web documents, and vice versa.
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For each query issued by a user, two types of behaviors are recorded by search
engine logs. One is the keystrokes typing and suggested query clicking recorded by
the high definition QAC log, before the user issues the query; the other is the web
document clicking recorded by the click log, after the user issued the query. Figure 16
shows a toy example of QAC logs and click logs aligns in the timeline. From the figure,
we can find that the QAC session of a query is followed by the click session of that
query, and that click session is followed by the QAC session of the next query. Such
sequential orders highlight us the opportunity of exploring appropriate relationship
between QAC logs and Click logs. Although the user’s behaviors on QAC logs and
click logs are of different types, the underlying relationship between the user and the
query they imply are the same, such as whether the issued query satisfies the user’s
intent, and how familiar is the user with the issued query or the domain that query
belongs to. For instance, if a user is familiar with the issued query, in QAC log,
he/she can type the query very fast, and in click log, he/she will spend little time on
looking for the satisfying web pages, and spend much time on reading those pages.
Thus in the QAC log, if a user behaves like he/she is familiar with the issued query,
we can foretell his/she later behaviors of clicking the returned web document of the
query on the click log.
On the other hand, the user’s behavior on one type of log can be used as the
contextual data of the behavior on the other type of log across different query sessions,
since users generally behave consistently in nearby time slots. For instance, if in the
click log, a user behaves as he is very familiar with the query, then in the QAC session
of the next query, if the issued query is under the same topic, the user will probably
typing the new query fluently.
In the following, we summarize a set of features describing users’ behaviors on
QAC and click logs, separately in Table 10. Among features of QAC behaviors,
we expect ”Type Speed Deviation” to reflect the stability of a user’s typing speed.
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A user who looks for his/her intended queries from QAC engine’s suggestions from
time to time will not maintain a stable typing speed, even if the user is skilled at
typing. On the other hand, a user who plan to type the entire query at the first
will show a stable typing speed. ”Typing completion” is designed to show whether a
user preferring typing than clicking suggestions. On the other hand, among features
of click behaviors, we use ”Search Time” to show how fast a user can find his/her
intended web documents after submitting a query. An experienced user is very likely
to make the first click after only a short while.
7.1.2 Contextual Topic Distribution
To detect user behavior patterns from logs, we choose graphical models like LDA
[41], which has been proven to be effective in topic discovery by clustering words that
co-occur in the same document into topics. First we consider how to use LDA to
cluster user behaviors based on one single type of log only (either QAC log or click
log). One straightforward idea is to treat each user’s query sequence as a document,
and cluster user behaviors that co-occur frequently in the same query sequence into
topics, since each user maintains certain behavior patterns in query submission, and
different groups of users prefer different behavior patterns. Our LDA model assumes
K behavior patterns lie in the given query sequences, and each user m is associated
with a randomly drawn vector πm, where πm,k denotes the probability that the user
behavior in a query session of user m belongs to behavior pattern k. For the n-
th query in the query sequence of user m, a K-dimensional binary vector Ym,n =
[ym,n,1, . . . , ym,n,K ]
T is used to denote the pattern membership of the user behavior in
that query session. One challenge we encounter in the inference of pattern membership
Y is that, user’s choice of behavior patterns in each query session is not only decided
by users’ own preferences of behavior patterns, but also influenced by the context of
the current query session.
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Table 10: User Behaviors on QAC and Click Logs
Log Type Behavior Description




The deviation of typing speed at
keystrokes in a QAC session
Intent Position The average position of the appearance
of queries satisfying users’ search intent
in a QAC session.
Typing Completion
Ratio
The percentage of entered keystrokes of
the submitted query
Typing Completion Whether a user finish typing the entire
query or clicks some suggestions




The highest position of the appearance
of queries satisfying users’ search intent
but the user does not click.
Click Log Click Number The total number of clicks on the re-
turned web documents of query q.
Dwell Time The average time between the current
click and the next click in the current
query session.
Click Position The average position of clicks in the
current query session.
Time Duration The time duration of the current query
session.
Click Speed The number of clicks divided by the
time duration of a query session.
Scanned Pages The number of result pages user s-
canned for a issued query.
Time Interval The time interval between the current
query session and the next query ses-
sion.
Search Time The time interval between a user’s
query submission and his/her first click
of web documents in a query session.
To model the influence of the context to user’s choice of behavior pattern in the
current query session, we assume users’ preferences of behavior patterns depend on
the context, rather than the user. That is to say, a document in LDA model does
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not contain the user behaviors in all query sessions of a user, but only the behaviors
in those query sessions that the user conducts under the same status, for instance,
in the same mood, or sharing the same topic. In this chapter, we focus on studying
how using one type of log as context can benefit the user behavior modeling on the
other type of log. Thus, in the detection of user behavior patterns in one type of log,
we define each status mentioned above to be the user behavior pattern in the other
type of log. That is to say, instead of building a behavior pattern distribution πm for
each user m, and accordingly draw the user’s behavior in each query session of that
user, we construct a QAC (or click) behavior pattern distribution πk for each click (or
QAC) pattern. Then after we inferred the pattern membership of a user’s behavior
on click (or QAC) log, we obtain the corresponding QAC (or click) behavior pattern
distribution, and in the next QAC (or Click) session, draw the QAC (or click) pattern
accordingly.
7.1.3 Context-LDA Model
Let us consider a typical scenario where M users issue M corresponding query se-
quences. For each query n, we have the QAC log records a user’s behaviors ωm,n
in the QAC engine before submitting the query and the click log records a user’s
behaviors dm,n on returned web documents after the query is issued. We assume that
K QAC behavior patterns exist in the QAC log, and K ′ click behavior patterns exist
in the click log.
Finally, we present our generative model as follows:
• For each query behavior pattern k′, draw a K dimensional membership vector
πk′ ∼ Dirichlet(α).
• For each QAC behavior pattern k, draw a K ′ dimensional membership vector
π′k ∼ Dirichlet(α′).
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• For each query behavior pattern k′, draw a T ′ dimensional distribution vector
θ′k′ .
• For each QAC behavior pattern k, draw a T dimensional distribution vector θk.
• For the n-th query session issued by user m,
– Draw the user’s query session behavior dm,n ∼ Gaussian(θ′Ym,n);
– Draw the user’s next QAC behavior pattern membership Zm,n+1 ∼
Multinomial(πYm,n);
• For the n+ 1-th QAC session issued by user m,
– Draw the user’s QAC session behavior ωm,n+1 ∼ Gaussian(θZm,n+1);
– Draw the user’s next query behavior pattern membership Ym,n+1 ∼
Multinomial(π′Zm,n+1);
Here T is the number of features of QAC behaviors, and T ′ is the number of features
of click behaviors. We name the proposed model Context-LDA.
Under our Context-LDA model, the joint probability of data D = {Dm} =
{{dm,n}Nmn=1}, ω = {{ωm,n}Nmn=1}, and latent variables {Y, Z} can be written as fol-
lows:





















Figure 26: Graphical model representation of Context-LDA and the variational dis-
tribution that approximates the likelihood. The left figure shows the graphical model
representation of Context-LDA, while the right figure shows the variational distribu-
tion that approximates the likelihood.
7.2 Algorithm
In the proposed Context-LDA model, provided observations of both the high defi-
nition QAC log D = {Dm} = {{dm,n}Nmn=1} and the click log ω = {{ωm,n}Nmn=1}, the
log-likelihood for the complete data is given by logP (D,ω|α, α′, θ, θ′). We turn to
variational methods [38], since this true posterior is hard to infer directly. In Figure
26, the right part shows the variational distribution that approximates the data like-
lihood. A distribution of latent variables q specified as the mean-field fully factorized
family is introduced as follows:















where q1 is a multinomial, q2 is a Dirichlet, and {Φ, ρ, γ, γ′} are the set of variational
parameters. We optimize those free parameters to tight the following lower bound L′
for our likelihood:
log p(D,ω|α, α′, θ, θ′) ≥Eq[log p(D,ω, π, π′, Y, Z|α, α′, θ, θ′)]
− Eq[log q(Y, Z, π, π′|ρ, φ, γ, γ′)]. (15)
We optimize the lower bound as in Eqn (15) against each variational latent vari-
able and the model hyper-parameter under a coordinate descent framework. For the
updating of latent variables γ, γ′, ρ, and φ, the following rules are use:
• update rules for γ’s as:










































































We compute the empirical Bayes estimates of the LDA hyper-parameters α and
α′ in our Context-LDA model using expectation-maximization (EM) algorithms [69].
In updating α, we use a Newton-Raphson method, since the approximate maximum
likelihood estimate of α doesn’t have a closed form solution. The Newton-Raphson
































Similar update rules can be derived for α′.
On the other hand, to obtain the approximate maximum likelihood estimation
of parameters describing QAC and click behavior patterns θ and θ′, we optimize the
lower bound as in Eqn (15) against each parameter, and update θ and θ independently










In our mean-field variation inference algorithm, the computational cost of inferring
variational variables is O((
∑
mNm)KK
′). The computational cost of the estimation
of LDA hyper-parameters is O(KK ′). The computational cost of the estimation of
behavior patterns is O(
∑
mNm(K + K




′). Since we can control the value of KK ′ by limiting
the number QAC and click behavior patterns, this total computational cost can be
viewed as linear to the number of queries in the entire log.
7.3 Experiments
We evaluated our Context-LDA model on both synthetic and real-world data sets,
and compared the performance with two alternative LDA-based probabilistic models
that are also capable of learning QAC and click behavior patterns:
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LDA: This model uses a normal LDA to learning users’ behavior patterns on QAC
and click logs, separately. No contextual data is utilized in the process of pattern
learning.
HMM: This is a hidden Markov model that builds a hidden state for each QAC and
click session, and the users’ behaviors in each QAC and click session as observation.
The transition matrix between hidden states learned by the HMM model is expected
to capture the effect of using one type of log as the contextual data of modeling the
other type of log.
Synthetic data. Given parameters (M,N,K,K ′, α, α′), we sample the synthetic
data according to the proposed generative model. Our synthetic data are simulated
with two different settings: 1) Small: M = 100, N = 12,000, K = 10, α̂ = 0.1,
α̂′ = 0.1. Simulations were run 1,000 times; 2) Large: M = 10,000, N = 1,000,000,
K = 50, α̂ = 0.1, α̂′ = 0.1. Simulations were run 5 times. To test the robustness of
our method, we add noise to the original synthetic data:
Behavior Noise: Instead of using ωm,n and dm,n to simulate user m’s QAC and click
behaviors at the n-th query session, respectively, we use noisy values ω′m,n and d
′
m,n,
which is obtained by adding Gaussian noises on ωm,n and dm,n, separately, as shown
in Eqn (16).
ω′m,n = ωm,n + e, e ∼ N (0, σ). (16)
The default value of σ is set to be 1. A similar equation is used for generating d′m,n.
Real-world QAC and Click Logs. We conducted extensive experiments on a real-
world QAC log and the corresponding click log collected from a commercial search
engine. This data set contains QAC and click logs from May 2014 to July 2014.
The collection consists of a sample of 7.4 million query sessions from about 40,000
users over a 3-month period. We randomly selected a subset of users who submitted
over 500 query sessions during this period, and collected their corresponding search
activities, including the anonymized user ID, query string, timestamp, and the clicked
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Table 11: Log Predictive Likelihood on Both Synthetic and Real-world Data
Data set Context-LDA HMM LDA
Small Synthetic -128.53 -141.32 -148.83
Small Behavior Noise -143.85 -159.02 -164.37
Large Synthetic -188.53 -211.35 -217.74
Large Behavior Noise -202.74 -230.86 -236.57
Yahoo -241.74 -272.85 -280.29
URL. As a result, we collected 3,954 users with 2.6 million queries, and their activities
span from 22 days to 3 months. According to the platform each query session belongs
to, we separate the entire data set into two subsets. One is PC, which contains 1.6
million query sessions, while the other is mobile phones, which contains 1.0 million
query sessions. On query auto-completion experiments, we evaluate the performance
on those separate subsets, since users’ behavior on QAC engines are significantly
influenced by the platform they use.
Model Fitness. Table 11 shows the log predictive likelihood on events falling in
the final 10% of the total time of query data. According to Table 11, Context-LDA
and HMM fits both synthetic and real-world data better than LDA. This illustrates
that the effectiveness of using one type of log as the contextual data for modeling the
behaviors in the other type of log. Context-LDA performs better than HMM, which
shows that the proposed model can better utilize the contextual data to help the
behavior modeling through appropriate modeling of relationship between QAC and
click logs. On both noisy data sets, the performances of all models become worse.
However, the decrease of the performance of Context-LDA is smaller than that of
HMM and LDA, which demonstrates the robustness of our proposed model.
7.3.1 Contextual-Aware Query Auto-Completion.
In this series of experiments, we show how to utilize the pattern membership inferred
by the proposed model to enhance the performance of query auto-completion. We
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design a new QAC method based on a two-dimensional click model (TDCM) [156],
which is known to be the first model proposed for solving the QAC task using high
definition QAC logs. Instead of learning a TDCM model on the entire QAC log,
our new method separates the log according to the behavior pattern membership in
each QAC session, and learns separate TDCM models on each subset. To justify
how effectively appropriate search patterns help solving the QAC task, we compare
the performance of the above method with those of methods using a similar strategy
using the search patterns learned by LDA and HMM. We compare the performance
with several state-of-the-art QAC algorithms, where two of them are context-aware
QAC algorithms:
MPC [27, 217]: This method, named MostPopularCompletion, is a widely used
baseline in Query Auto-Completion, and employed as one main feature in many QAC
engines.
BSS [96]: This Bayesian Sequential State model uses a probabilistic graphical model
to characterize the document content and dependencies among the sequential click
events within a query with a set of descriptive features. This is a content-aware model
which is able to predict unobserved prefix-query pairs.
TDCM [156]: This is a two-dimensional click model which emphasize two kinds of
user behaviors. It consists of a horizontal model which explains the skipping behavior,
and a vertical model that depicts the vertical examination behavior. It is the first
work that utilizes high definition QAC logs.
Hybrid [78]: This is a context-sensitive query auto completion algorithm, which
outputs the completions of the user’s input that are most similar to the context
queries. The similarity is measured by representing queries and contexts as high-
dimensional term-weighted vectors and resort to cosine similarity.
We employ the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) as the relevance measurement,










where Q is the set of queries a user finally submitted, and rankq denotes the rank of
the query q in the suggested query list.
Figure 27 compares Context-LDA with alternative probabilistic models, and state-
of-the-art QAC algorithms on Yahoo data sets. We can find that Context-LDA
outperforms all compared approaches. It improves over the second best method
by up to 5%. TDCM take the second place, which demonstrates that high definition
QAC logs provide rich additional information for the modeling of users interactions
with QAC engines than normal QAC logs. Context-LDA performs better than HMM
and LDA, which shows the importance of appropriate modeling of user behaviors, and
appropriate behavior patterns play a very positive effect in solving QAC tasks. HMM
performs better than LDA, since HMM utilizes the contextual relationship between
QAC and click logs, while LDA models user behaviors on each log, separately. BSS
and Hybrid generally perform better than MPC, which demonstrates the effectiveness
of using contextual data for user behavior modeling and prediction of suggestions in
query auto-completion.
7.3.2 Contextual-Aware Click Prediction on Web Documents.
In this series of experiments, we show how to utilize the pattern membership inferred
by the proposed model to enhance the prediction of clicks on web documents returned
search engines. We design a new QAC method based on BSS, which is known to
be an efficient context-aware click model. Instead of learning a BSS model on the
entire QAC log, our new method separate the log according to the behavior pattern
membership in each click session, and learns separate BSS models on each subset.
To justify how effectively appropriate search patterns help solving the QAC task,















































Figure 27: Performance of Query Auto-Completion. In the figure we use C-LDA to
denote Context-LDA
similar strategy using the search patterns learned by LDA and HMM. We compare
the performance with several state-of-the-art click models, where one of them is a
context-aware click model:
UBM [78]: This User Browsing Model proposes a number of assumptions on
user browsing behavior that allows the estimation of the probability of observing a
document. It depends on statistical counting of query-document pairs, thus unable
to predict unseen query-document pairs.
DBN [53]: This Dynamic Bayesian Network model provides unbiased estimation
of the relevance from the click logs. This model also relies on the counting of
query-document pairs.
BSS [96]: This Bayesian Sequential State model uses a probabilistic graphical
model to characterize the document content and dependencies among the sequential
click events within a query with a set of descriptive features. This is a content-aware
model which is able to predict unobserved query-document pairs.







































































Figure 28: Performance Comparison of Prediction of Clicks in Web Documents. In
the figure we use C-LDA to denote Context-LDA
state-of-the-art click models. We find that the proposed model performs the best
among all compared approaches. Context-LDA’s advantage over HMM and LDA
illustrates the importance of appropriate click behavior patterns in predicting the
clicks of web documents. Meanwhile, BSS performs better than UBM and LDA,
which shows the effectiveness of using contextual data for click modeling.
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7.3.3 Correlation between Behavior Patterns in QAC and Click Logs.
In this part, we analyze the correlation between behavior patterns in QAC logs and
click logs based on the inferred conditional pattern membership distribution, and
then try to show a few examples of highly correlated QAC behavior patterns and
click behavior patterns in Yahoo logs. First, we estimate the degree of correlation
between QAC and click behavior patterns based on the inferred conditional pattern
membership distributions {πk′} and {π′k}. Here we take πk′,k and π′k,k′ as the directed
partial correlations of the k-th QAC behavior pattern and the k′-th click behavior
pattern. Then, we statistically count the number of pattern pairs whose degree of
correlation falls in the range of [0, 0.2], [0.2, 0,4], [0.4, 0.6], [0.6, 0.8], [0.8, 1.0],
separately. Finally, we show the percentage of pattern pairs in each bin in Figure
29(a). From the figure, we can find that between most pairs of behavior patterns, the
degree of correlation is very small. And among the rest pattern pairs with significant
correlations, between most of them the corresponding degrees of correlation are larger
than 0.8, i.e., there is a one to one mapping between those pattern pairs. Such
phenomenon shows that a lot users retain the same behavior mode for quite a while.
Figure 29(b) and (c) show an example pair of QAC and click behavior patterns
between which the degree of correlation is larger than 0.8. From the QAC behavior
pattern shown in (b), we find that 1) the user’s typing speed is very fast; 2) the
time cost of completing a QAC session is very small; 3) the user does not like to
click suggested queries even if they satisfy his/her search intent and ranked at top
positions; 4) the user types keystrokes in a consistent speed; and 5) most of time,
the user typing his/her intended query completely instead of stopping to click the
suggestions returned by QAC engines. Based on the above behaviors, we can conclude
that this is probably a user who is proficient in searching or his/her intended topic.
From the click behavior pattern shown in (c), we find that 1) the user clicks a lot
of web documents returned by the search engine; 2) the user spends a lot of time in
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Figure 29: Correlation between QAC Behavior Patterns and Click Behavior Patterns.
The left figure shows the percentage of the number of pattern pairs with the degrees
of correlation in different ranges. The middle and right figures together show a pair
of highly correlated QAC and click behavior patterns. The middle figure shows the
scaled value of features in the QAC behavior pattern. Indices of selected features
of QAC behaviors are: 1-’Typing Speed’, 2-’Time Duration’, 3-’Highest Non-Click
Position’, 4-’Type Speed Deviation’, 5-’Typing Completion’, The right figure shows
the scaled value of features in the Click behavior pattern. Indices of selected features
of click behavior patterns are: 1-’Click Number’, 2-’Dwell Time’, 3-’Click Speed’,
4-’Scanned Pages’, 5-’Search Time’.
viewing the clicked web documents, 3) the user scans several pages of results, and 4)
it does not take a lot of time for the user to find his intended web documents after
submitting the query. Those behaviors also illustrate that this is a proficient user.
Thus the correlation the proposed model captured from real-world QAC and click
logs is appropriate and meaningful.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we presented a LDA-based probabilistic model to study users’ be-
haviors on both QAC logs and click logs simultaneously by using QAC and click logs
as the contextual data of each other. The model is designed to capture the corre-
lation between users’ behavior patterns on QAC logs and that on click logs. The
learned users’ behavior patterns on both QAC and click logs are utilized to benefit
the query auto-completion task and the prediction of users’ click on web documents.
We have applied the proposed Context-LDA model to model user behavior on both
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real-world QAC logs and click logs collected from Yahoo, and compare with several
alternative approaches. Experimental results show that our proposed model offers a






In this thesis, we investigate the applications and extensions of methods based on
probabilistic models to solve the problem from real-world applications. In particular,
we analyze the major factors that implicate the particular influence we are to model
under each scenario. Specifically, we propose to using time-varying features describe
instant individual property or pairwise relationship to model the current influence a-
mong individuals in diffusion networks. Moreover, we introduced probabilistic models
based on point processes, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), and Markov processes
to explore the influence among electronic appliance usage, users’ sequential query sub-
missions, users’ sequential interactions with query auto-completion (QAC) engines,
and users’ behaviors across QAC and click logs, separately.
We briefly summary the contributions of this thesis as follows:
• Learning Parametric Models for Social Infectivity in Multi-
dimensional Hawkes Processes. We propose a novel multi-dimensional
Hawkes model that parameterizes pairwise infectivity using linear combinations
of time-varying features. Alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM)
is employed to estimate the proposed features’ coefficients, which are regularized
by a `1 norm to select effective features.
• Explore Energy Usage Behavior Modeling in Energy Disaggregation
via Marked Hawkes Process. We formulated the task of energy disaggrega-
tion into the modeling of marked event sequences. We presented a probabilistic
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model that integrates topic models with Hawkes processes to capture the influ-
ence from the occurrence and the mark of an event to the occurrences and the
marks of future events.
• Explore Energy Usage Behavior Modeling in Energy Disaggregation
via Marked Hawkes Process. We integrated the LDA model with Hawkes
process for identifying and labeling search tasks. Basically, Hawkes processes
utilize its self-exciting property to identify search tasks if influence exists among
a sequence of queries for individual users, while the LDA model exploits query
co-occurrence across different users to discover the latent information needed
for labeling search tasks. By leveraging the temporally weighted query co-
occurrence, our model not only guarantees sound performance by making full
use of both textual and temporal information of the entire query sequences, but
also enables the labeling of the identified search tasks since semantically related
queries are clustered together through query links determined by co-occurrence.
• Analyzing User’s Sequential Behavior in Query Auto-Completion vi-
a Markov Processes. We have presented a probabilistic model to solve the
query auto-completion (QAC) task by capturing the relationship between user-
s’ behaviors at different keystrokes in high resolution QAC logs. The proposed
model integrates three parts, each addressing a single aspect of the above re-
lationship, and illustrates how the three parts together determines users’ final
click decisions. We have applied the proposed model to predict users’ intend-
ed queries on real world high-resolution QAC logs collected from a commercial
search engine, and compare it with several alternative approaches. Experimen-
tal results show that the improvements of our proposed model are consistent,
and our model achieves the best performance.
• Exploring QAC and Click log for Contextual-Aware Web Search and
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Query Suggestion. We presented a LDA-based probabilistic model to study
users’ behaviors on both QAC logs and click logs simultaneously by using QAC
and click logs as the contextual data of each other. The model is designed to
capture the correlation between users’ behavior patterns on QAC logs and that
on click logs. The learned users’ behavior patterns on both QAC and click logs
are utilized to benefit the query auto-completion task and the prediction of user-
s’ click on web documents. We have applied the proposed Context-LDA model
to model user behavior on both real-world QAC logs and click logs collected
from Yahoo, and compare with several alternative approaches. Experimental
results show that our proposed model offers a better context-aware solution to
both the applications of query auto-completion and click prediction.
8.2 Discussions and Future Directions
The proposed Para-Hawkes model generally utilize time-varying features based on
statistical counting of the appearance of a certain pattern involving one individual
or one individual pair, it would be interesting to consider additional time-varying
features, and investigate the performance of the proposed model in other kinds of
social networks.
To improve our marked Hawkes process, we plan to consider other marks, e.g., the
attributes of appliances, into this framework, and investigate the performance of M-
Hawkes in other domains. In addition, we’ll attempt to directly model the behavior
of users instead appliances, and the influence in-between.
For modeling users’ sequential behaviors in QAC, we are to explore more com-
plex relationships between users’ behaviors at different keystrokes. For instance, we
could increase the number of states from simply skipping or viewing to viewing to
a certain position d, which enables a more precise modeling of users’ behaviors in
QAC. Meanwhile, we also find it interesting to consider the usage of additional user
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behavior features in the proposed model. Finally, we plan to investigate alternative
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The proposed models in this thesis only explored the usage of Hawkes processes
and Markov processes in modeling the influence between users’ historical behaviors
and their current behaviors. We would also like to justify the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of other appropriate models, such as cox proportional hazards model, in social
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